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THE LEDGER & TIMES I MSU Task Force For. Future
Growth Holds Meet Recently

PUL-HifrifEtYr by LZDGElt & TIMES PUBLESIMira COSCPANT,
Inc-, Consolidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway
The Tunes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Times, and
Kentuckian,

January 1. 1942.
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Tight Race Developing

In NBA Midwest Division
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Shipp.. .who worked with in for $28,000 from the total pot
in
detailed information may he obtained from the forester
, will be
. Cardinal receive .
7*-Of $140,009
Y;
Kcaitick
Pond,
e
Lakes,
a:NAVA
weertiir
vinditei
einirgrA
the
,for
_
abriii• Bobby :aria, Winfier-of
a* offensive-tame
i, number 502-924-5603.
11.11121ion
D.
J.
Coak
Head
Open. and /
. Saints dater
`' the- los Ankles
•
a
•
•
o

Baseball'

Basketball Scores

Hall Inks Contract

et
Swanns Mark
•-*

ProTen —* MEATS

75'

Tue.
S ;::=•;•:•:
.i.-.• •

. Round Steaks
Fresh. 100% Pure
Ground Beef
59' Steak 1b.98

Lean Beef
Lean Boneless
w
Ste
flt
-I n7t
Meat i b. Short Ribsa ab. HENS lb.49
Sliced
Fresh
1/4
in
erlo
Tend
Pork Loin lb. 59'
'
99
lb.
Pork

Smoked Jowl
iial Bacon
Silt Pork

Four Chisox Sign

burger
. lean
r open
juices
melted
nished
a hot
• agful.
le, at
good

ay

NOTICE
TVA TIMBER FOR SALE

lb.

lb.
,lb.

ns
29( Pork Brai
PorkPorkLiver
49' Beef Liver

lb.

lb.
lb.

35 Reelfoot All Meat
29' WIENERS
45' Art
49'

,,,„A,
pin t Am. Beauty
Green Beans Lii, Mixed Veietables ct au.
., Flavor-Kig
Teenie Weenie
3/49`crackers ne 39'
t
Dees
3/49c 14
1,Chatimi•n 47'
Spinach
iiir- 0 FROZEN F9OD$,
Musselman's
PitIsaiki$ Apple

*1
readed Veal7T rbildess

59c A

With Cheese or

.;;? 12 oz. can

1":"“".1"

1

•

Starch

Fault4.1%0-

•
t Shipp Leaves Cards
a sT. Louis

taut Smoke Flavored

FR I

88'

lb.

Bob Hope Desert Classic
Will Get Underway Today

led

lb.

59'

Krey

- ....,_

Chicken-lumplings
Beef Goulash

13 oz.

445;1

37iIi-s-_-'2A,-ZI. ii_kVii_

1

•
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tWednesday, February 19
Recovery, Inc-. for Persons
with emotional or nervous
problems, will meet at the
Calloway County Public Library
from ten ani. to 12 noon. For
more information call 753-5915.

•
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Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Club Hears Miss Wright At Luncheon

Students Of India
Speak At Meeting
At_Kirksey Church
International students from
India at Murray State University
spoke at a meeting held at the
Kirksey Baptist Church on
Friday, January 29,at seven p.m.
The students were Kirit and
Kiran Amin and Dhruv Kumar
Joshi who talked about their
native land, India. A question and
answer period following their
talks.
A large number of persons
were present for the program
sponsored by the Ten and Eleven
Year Old Girls Auxiliary group
composed of Karen Edwards,
Sheila Darnell, Diana Crass,
Denice Potts, Sherry Lawrence,
and Mrs. W. A. Erwin, counselor.

Members and guests of the
Harris, Essie Blalock,
Murray-Calloway County Senior Kubv
Lamb, Dennis Lamb, 011ie
Citizens Club held their regular `,-)live
Hughes, Cary Hughes, Paul
meeting in the social hall of the
C. B. Scruggs, Otis
IP
First United Methodist Church on Kingins,
Harrison, Ruby Harrell, Guasie
Friday, February 5, at noon.
Concord
New
The
,dams, Katie Overcast, and Lula
Miss
Margaret
Homemakers Club will meet at
Wright,
Among the Murray High School students visiting the Mitchum.4‘
assistant director of the Paristhe home of Mrs. I. B. Mayfield at Thay er facilities in Paris,
Tenn., were, left to right, Donna
Visitors were Miss Wright,
Henry County Senior Citizens
one p.m.
Rogers, Evelyn Matthews, Teri Stephenson, Carol Simons, Gay
Mrs. Lillian Hicks, and Mrs. Nell
Association, was the guest
COMMUNICATION IN TH 3 prepared' horseradish and o
Crass, Jeannie Starks, Debbie McCord, Suzanne Dick, Gingy
Neubauer.
speaker. She dicusssed the
teaspoon prepared mustard
The
Harris
Grove Flora, and
Martha McCMullin.
The next meeting will be held FAMILY-Have you ever w
Homemakers Club will meet at
ojects of the Paris Club and
Cover and chill to blend th
that
you
could
get
"the
message"
noon
at
5,
at
12
March
Friday,
gave several suggestions on DO
the home of Mrs. Clifton L. Jones
flavors, but bring back to room
across
to
those
you
love?
One
of
United
social hall of the First
activities for the local club. She the
temperature again before serat one p.m
Methodist Church. In charge of the most basic causes of
showed colored slides of projects
ving. It's great to spread on rye
arrangements will be Mr. and frustration, confusion an
of her club including quilting,
things or crackers-Maxine
unhappiness
in
humar
The
South
Murray
0.
C.
Hale,
Mrs.
Willie
Mrs.
ceramics, bazaars, etc.
Griffin, Federal Bldg., Clinton,
Homemakers Club will meet at
McLemore, Mrs. Norman Klapp, relationships is the breakdown ir
The
speaker
was
very
comKy. 42031 Phone: 653-2231.
the home of Mrs. Paul Maggard,
Mrs. Gladys Hale, Mrs. Bertha communication. Here are some
plimentary of the Murray Club on
improving
807 North 20th Street, at 10:30
Jones, Mrs. Carl Harrison, and suggestions for
its growth in such a short time.
communication: (1) Respect the
a.m.
Harrison.
Miss Wright was introduced by Otis
personality of each person as an Have you ever baked a cake
0. C. McLemore, president. A
individual.(2) Answer the simple that fell in the center? Wonder
The Arts and Crafts Club will
Mrs. A. M. Wolfson was the
potluck luncheon was served with
and direct questions that children why? If so-try different fats or
meet at the home of Mrs. Melas
•
guest speaker at the meeting of
the
invocation
being
given
by
recipes.
Too
oils
in
your
cake
ask.
(3)
Listen
to
hear
what
the
Linn at 2:30 p.m.
the Delta Department of the
Paul Kingins. Mrs. Ruby Harris
other person is saying, both in little fat in cake batter, for inwas introduced as a new mem- Mrs. Dorothy Dean Childress of spoken and in unspoken words. stance makes a dry cake, Too Murray Woman's Club held on
Evening circles of the WSCS of
Hardin Route One has been a
ber.
much fat makes a crumbly, Tuesday, February 2, at seventhe First United Methodist
patient at the Western Baptist (4) Try)) prevent outbursts of
The
register
wai
kept
by
Mrs.
cake which may fall in the thirty o'clock in the evening.
heavy
anger ind thoughtless remarks.
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. as
0. C. McLemore and Mrs. Bryan Hospital, Paducah.
center.-Patricia Curtsinger, -Hand Weaving In Kentucky"
Follow
them
with
a
follows: Wesleyan with Mrs.
sincer
Tolley. Hostesses for the meeting Mrs. Lenora Alice Choate of apology if they do occur. (5) Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025 was the subject of the discussion
Nate Beal, 303 South 8th Street;
by Mrs. Wolfson who also showed
were Mesdames Martha Golden, Murray Route Two has been When disagreements come, and Phone: 527-6601.
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. W. P.
The Home Economics Class I of the Miwray High School,
dismissed from the Western
slides and examples of her work.
John
Farmer,
Meme
Mattingly,
they do come sooner or later, talk
Russell, 1112 Elm Street; and recently visited the facilities of Mitchum-Thayer, Inc. in Paris,
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She is a former teacher in the art
it out before the molehill of
Hannah with Mrs. William Swan, Tenn. In the photo, Mrs. A. B. Crass, class teacher (second from. Lula Dunn, and Ruby Harrell.
department of Murray State'
Members
attending
were
Mr.
At
last,
an
anti-static
sock
fo
bickering
becomes
a
mountain
of
Murray Route Seven.
right) inspects a Mitchum Anti-Perspirant product with student
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mr. and Paul E. D'Urso of Murray stony silence or an erupting men. Doesn't sound very University.
Sheri Whited. Mrs. Ray Brownfield examines another item as
Mrs. 0. C. McLemore, Mr. and Route Two has been dismissed volcano. (6) Each husband and revoluntionary, until you con- Mrs. Wolfson was introduced
Senior recital of Tom Harrigan, students Ca), Crass and Carol Simons look on.
by Mrs. Stanford Hendrickson,
Mrs. Willie Hale, Mr. and Mrs. from the Western Baptist wife, each mother and father, sider what it means in terms
Murray, French horn, will be at
Hospital, Paducah, after having
program chairman.,
Vernon
Roberts,
Mrs.
Norman
comfort
and
easy
care.
Antithe Recital Hall, Fine Arts
needs to discipline himself and
The department. chairman,
Klapp, Mrs. John Farmer, Mit. undergone surgery. He is teacher herself in the early stages of static means no clinging trouser
Building, MSU, at 8:30 p.m. No
Joe Baker, Lillian Outland, and coach at the Kirksey School. anger to avoid any ridiculing or legs, and no lint after machine Mrs. Ewing Allbritten, presided
charge.
Gussie Geurin, Neva Waters,
washing and drying. Soil stays on at the meeting. Reports were
Rollie E. Kelley of Murray has nagging. 7 ) Thoughtfullness, the
Olive
Hagan,
Erin
Montgomery,
surface and foot comfort is given by the standing comMurray State Student-Faculty
been a patient at the Western appreciation, courtesy and
increased because prespiration is mittees.
The parents of Murray Ruby Barnes,_Virgie Clark, Eva
Luncheon will be held at the
gratitude-all
of
these
are
like
Baglat Hospital, Paducah. —
During the social hour refreshHeadstait- held- - their regular Hilt, Memo Mattingly, Hi
United Christian 'Ministry at
showers on parched land.(8) Try absorbed. Of course, all hosiery
12:30 p.m. The admission is 75. Mrs. L. J. Hortin presented the January meeting with Mrs. Sharpe, Jessie Houston 'Roane, Giles Stone of Murray Route to see things from the other should be washed after each ments were served by the
xogram at the meeting of the JoAmi Harmon, nutritionist for Clara Todd, Clarence Horton,
wearing.-Dean Roper, Cour- hostesses, Miss Sue Fairless,
cents.
Seven has been dismissed from person's viewpoint.(9) Don't put
Elarden Department of the Muray the
thouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Mrs. W. J. Gibson, Mrs. Dwight
Headstart
program,' Carmen Horton, Floy Caldwell,
off
until
tomorrow
the
thoughtful
Crisp, Mrs. Walter Baker, Mrs.
Woman's Club held on Thursday. presenting the program. '
Martha Golden, Robbie Harrison, Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Phone: 247-2334.
word you can say today. (10)
Thursday, February 11
George Hart, and Mrs. Vernon'
February 4, at two o'clock in the Mrs. Harmon showed a film on
as courteous to the members of
The
Welcome
Wagon afternoon at the club house.
Roberts.
the basic foods and later the
your
family
as
you
are
to
casual
Newcomers Club will meet at the
"Flower Arranging" was the mothers helped plan the menus
A printed table cloth to match
acquaintances.-Miss
Sue
Community Center at 7:30 p.m. subject of Mrs. Hortin's
for the program.
Heltsley, Bardwell, Kentucky your pattern of dishes must may the borrower. They are the addprogram. She discussed the Among the members present
be available if you shop carefully. on,the discount rate, and interest
42023
Phone: 628-5447.
The Baptist Women of Elm history of arrangements giving
Some popular dish patterns can on the unpaid balance.-Barletta
were Mesdames Shirley Parrish,
Grove Baptist Church will hold details about their design
now be matched with a linen Wrather, 209 Maple St., Murray,
Pauline Pittman, Mary Cavitt,
as general meeting at the home materials •used, -and aids. Mrs
are modern day versions of die
Elaine James, R. L.. Seaford,
The new crushed patent vinyl cloth. Wouldn't this give your Ky. 42071.
By 4Aitf.OLYN A. BOWERS old "slam" Valentines,like one
of tars. W . A. Farmer at 1:30 p.m. Hortin used illustrations, picJessie Cody, Artie Petty, coorwith their crinkled surface and table that new look and add inNF114 YORK (UP1)-Wheth- ;which reads:
"Vaterdine. 1 waterproof
tures. and drawings to stress iinator, Eula Mae Doherty,
Full Length For Fun
quality
add terest at mealtime? Or what
/
vP a heart • mending think one reason we get along
The Cumberland Presbyterian points in her program. The iirector, Carole Courch, and er.y
about a gift for the bride. Linens
something
new
in
rainwear,
job, to do or arc just "in the .so well is because we both like
Women of the North Pleasant triangular
and
curve Janice Collins.
Ever
hear
of
a
full-length
coat
and
china
to
match
for
her
new
separates
and
accessories.
mood for love" when Valen- such Weird Offbeat Things...
Grove Church will meet at the arrangements were given special
home-a real treat.-Mrs. of fun leather? You may see it
tine's Day coniv<. around; you Ilk,' each other for instance!" Crushed patent is lighter in
home of Mrs. Delia Graham at emphasis.
Mildred Potts, La Center, Ky. soon because fake or fun leather*
weight
than
the
previous
Over the on strictly nostalcan run the gamut from the
seven p.m.
Arrangements on display made
are being used for whole gar42056
Phone: 665-5671.
leatherlikes
and
is
easier
to
sublime to the rediculinis when gic side, love and affection
in membeFs were eiplained and
ments as well as trims, says
handle on the machine. It should
are
to
selecting
greeting
making
a
tomes
strong
it
bid
to
The Dexter Homemakers Club judged with the winners being
Gerda Petersen, University of
be cut on the lengthwise grain
hold
their
cards.
traditional
places.
will meet at the home of Mrs. Mrs. I. E. McSwain, Mrs. R. L.
Second only to Christmas There still is an extremely wide with the crinkles going across the Buying furniture on credit? Nebraska Extension clothing and
Alene Pritchett at 930 a.m.
Bowden, Mrs. J. B. Wilson, and
as a popular occasion for send- range of warm-hearted Valen- garment. Pin in, the seam Have you stopped to think how design.specialist.
Mrs. James Hamilton.
ing sentimental and friendly' tines notable for their beauty allowance to prevent holes. In- much you're going to pay for the She said„ however, that
The Sunnyside Homemakers
Mrs. J. Ertear Pride opened the
wishes, St. Valentine's Day will and nimantic appeal. These side seams are usually easy; privilege of using that furniture precaution should be used in the •
Club will meet at the home of meeting with a devotion on the
be celebrated this ,)•t•ar by the have verses that speak of love however, top stitching may be before you actually own it? Most maintenance of the fabrics.
Mrs. Mickey Cherry at eleven theme of "Kinds of Fruit" with
old. fashioned another thing. Try using gummed people have only a vague notion "Most of these materials are not
exch#ge of mire than 300 in the good
a.m. A potluck luncheon will be her scripture reading from By United Press Internationals
way.
million ards.
tape paper over the plate to about the cost of installment dry cleanable but can be sponged
served.
Matthew 7:16-20.
Although Si.' Valentine's prevent sticking. Be sure to cut a credit. They do not realize the off with mild soap and water,"
'Fashion meet, cold wee=
Steve. Shannon, executive
The chairman, Mrs. Johr thee with head and hands director of the National Asso- &y has always. been consider- hole in the paper around the feed interest may be computed in she said. "With this type of
The WMS of the Grace Baptist Livesay, presided and introduced warmly wraffed in matching ciation of CreetiN Card Pub.aui." the best time for sweet- dog area. Rubbing the surface to several ways-with considerable fabric, it is of utmost importance
Church is scheduled to meet at two new members, Mrs. A. M hats and mittens. Bold pat- lishers, reported- that a large he'airts te "pop the question,' be stitched with
machine oil may difference in the overall cost to to read the label before buying."
the church at seven p.m.
Alexander and Mrs. Paul Jordan terns and bright colors make percentage of these cards.will millions of Valentines are ex - held. Use regular mercerized
feature humorous designs and _changed each year between
The bazaar of the general chit fora colorful snow time.
thread, a sharp size 11 needle,
-menages with many incorpor- friends and relatives. Their
IbiGatifftia Omicron chapter was discussed.
.4*
light pressure and stitch length of
pop-up
'startling
ating
mechaniof Beta Sigma Phi will meet at - Refreshments of cherry tarts
designs and verses record dc• 8-10 per inch. It is best to finger
Jewelry designers, as evi- cal actions and other surprises. grecs of friendliness:
the Baptist Student Union and coffee were served by the
press seams open. To make them
Shannon said these fun-type
building at 730 p.m.
hostesses, Mrs. Hugh Houston, denced by the latest colleclie flat, glue with rubber cement
Not ahvaya funny
Valentines
lean
heavily
on
tion
Of
jewelry
awards
to
be
Mrs. Clifton Key, Mrs. Humor
top stitch.-Catherine C.
St.
Valentine's
Day,
howgreetings
that
are
short
and
granted
by
the
cultured pearl
Friday, February 12
phrey Key,.Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk,
industry, are creating with a 'incisive. There's one, for ex- ever, hasn't always been' a Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050
A Valentine Dance, sponsored and Mrs. L. F. McSwain.
new breed of woman in mind. ample that states simply: "I whimsical holiday for exchang- Phone: 236-2351.
by Murray State Women's
Downtown Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
Don't Care Much About Who's ing light-hearted greetings with
They
are creating jewelry with
Society, will be held at the WOW
drama and individuality. The 41/Ito-I Just Want to -Know friends and sweethearts. The
Hall from nine p.m. to one a.m.,
jewelry is strong' in design and .Who's Whose! Be ,Nt, Valen- greeting card association reENTERTAINING? Here's a
with tickets at $5.00.
ported that for 14 centuries, angy cheese spread they'll love.
color, dramatic in size and tine, okay?"
'
ht against the Beat one cup each of cottage
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Shelton innovative in use of materials.
Another features a picture the Church foug,,
•.
The Faculty Couples Bridge of Murray Route Four are the
"pagan practices which mark- cheese and shredded Cheddar
of
a
beautiful
male
lion
with
***
will be held at the Student Union parents of a baby girl, Jennifer
Lover's Festival on cheese and one-half cup of
the remark: "Happy Valen- ed the
Building, MSU, at 7:30 p.m. For Gaye, weighing eight pounds one
Leatherboots at higher lev- tine's Day-You
Handsome February k4. Then, for 200 crumbled Blue cheese at the
reservations call Jack or Sallyi ounce,born on Sunday, February els, from calf to above-knee, Beset!"
Still another says: years more, Valentine's Day
ighest speed of mixer till it's
White at 753-6658
7, at 7:25 p.m. it the Murray- are now regulation wear few "Help! Man Wanted!''taper was A very serious occasion airly smooth. Then beat in 2
painsfor.
weeks
of
calling
cold weather comfort-and -chic. ience Unnecessary."
Calloway County Hospital.
ablespoons of finely choppee,
Friday, February 12
Among the new creations- taking preparations.
They have one son, Gregory, Dramatic, fun and leg-flattets
reen onions, 1 tablespoon
North
Murray 'age 4n. The father is employ
The
ing describes this season's best •
Homemakers Club will meet at by the Mfirray Division of the boots_ Leathers and lines are
the home of Mrs. Charles Tappan Company.
lean, as they zip to-a natty
Crawford, West Main Street, at
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs narrowneas or pall on snugly
ith goring. The fashion note
1:30 p.m.
Hershel Shelton of Hazel Route
One and Mr and Mrs. Reldon as to keep it simple and elegant.
Norswoethy:. 221 South 15t1
Saturday, February 13
Street, Murray. Great grand.
•* *
A Valentine Dance for mem- mothers are Mrs. Jessie ThurBelts and bags following
bers and out of town guests will rnan of Murray, Mrs. Paulin(
be held at the Calloway County Norsworthy of Murray, and Mrs the image of the, boots and
Counfi-y Club from 9:30 p.m. to Flue Clark of Vero Beach, Fla shoes run the gamut at Battani.
Mostly shoulder strapped,
1:30 a.m. Mr. and Mrs. James
they're in every size add shape.
Boone are co-chairmen for the
Mat William K. Hudson, USA
They range from a tiny pouch
dance.
stbdent detachment, U. S. Arm`
to a giant_carepit-all and have.nimmand and GOneral Staff lots of' hardware,' fringe and
College, and Mrs. fbrbara
chains. The hefts go from
Sunday, February 14
Hudson, 313-3 Flit greet, For the skinny to wide-wide, with
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Crawford Ceavenworth, Kansas, announci loops and grommets
and big
will be honored on their golden the birth of a baby boy, Andres buckles.*
a
with
anniversary
wedding
William, weighing six pound:
▪
*
reception at the home of Mr. and fourteen ounces, born January II
Mrs. Donald Crawford in Lynn at Munson Army Hospital at For
Bonded fabrics are availGrove from 2 30 to 4.30 p.m. All I.eavenworth
able in abundance. Some coats
relatives and friends are invited
-frave-'-twrr ''121rPfir
f;rendpareiftsarefAr.-ancl-Mitt
to attend
Virgil Hudson of Route Five bonded together. Some have
Frankfort, and Mr. and Mrs acetate or riyhan to a wool
High-necsea sweater; are
face. Others are bonded to'
Lucas of Gaston, S.,t.
Claude
great with the long jumper.
make them reversible. he the
Nlonet . suggests topping the
.Mrs.Sue Heine, left, discusses plans with left to right, Mrs. Doris
case .of. bonded fabrics, eauRose, Mrs. Ann Burke, and Mts.
dry
beans
neep
and
scrolled
lentils
in
a
striking
sa eater with
lions Gerda- Petersen of the
Staiian Posey, for the "Hearts and Flowers" ball to be held Friday,
February 12, from nine p.m. to
he
original,
package
until .University of Nebraska. meleeplaque necklace. Companion
ate :tan, at-the Woodnuirrefthe World Building, sponsored by
the Mgeray_ftsite .Wen'sotnen's Society.
!trop earrings and" a wristful of opened. Theft- store- in tightly. [bin makes a difference, in satThe hall is open to tefFmbers of the society and their guests.
Music will be by the Traditions. Ticket
bright burnished bangles corn- covered containers'in a cool! dry isfaction after Isnatinned wear.. resert deloas ran he made ta ailing Sae Heflin
753-1549a A
Ann Burke 753-7931, or anirlotte Hammack
WHEN YOlt pin/ ,-‘411601/10atia....
The Pottertovrn Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday Inn
at ten a.m.
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Shank Half
Butt Half
14-17 lb.

CRADDOCK
or
FIELD'S

ib.39c
ib.49c

SAUSAGE

Whole39;
lb.

2 lbs. $ 118

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

PoTgi*

Pure
Groand Beef

Field's Chestnut

BACON

.49;

Wieners
lb

b.39

BROCCOLI SPEARS
BABY LIMAS
CAULIFLOWER
CUT CORN
ORANGE JUICE

Mix_ Or Match

59;

8-oz.

"
4/$1

8-oz.

4/1°°

4/$1"
3/89'

8-oz
. 12-oz

Bush Regular

Spinach

TAMALES

DOG FOOD

No 2'2 can

No 300 can

3/25'

35'

No. 303 can

2/35;

Del Monte

Assorted

No. 303 can

10 Lbs.

Gebhartlf

Strongheart

53

49`
Large Head
19'
h 10`
)
3 Lbs.
25'
lb. 39'

RED or WHITE POTATOES
LETTUCE
BANANAS
YELLOW ONIONS
ENGLISH WALNUTS

4/$100

8-oz.

Cookies
Bush Regular

2 pounds Sausage at Sale Price!

PRODUCE

FROSTY ACRES FROZEN FOODS....

15-oz.

FREE!. . .
An 8-oz. can of Buttermilk
Biscuits With purchase of

Field's

FROZEN FOODS

Chip-a-Roo
Chocolate Chip

Prices In This Ad Good Thru
Tuesday , February 16th.

(No Center Slices
Removed)

HAMS

Spare Ribs
1,379;

r Fun

ver, that
used in the •
e fabrics.
ials are not
be sponged
nd water,"
•s type of
importance
buying."
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EMGE

Bar-B-Q

Sunshine
length coal
may see it
on leathers
whole gar•
rims, says
iversity of
lothing and

hi , 1

JON SINS

introduced
endrickson,
chairman,
n, presided
ports were
ding corn-

MES -

T F I 1:1/GFR

Pineapple
Turnip 2 Charmin
;
39
s
in
pk
ce
Na
Jui
;
29
25
ns
Gree
160 Ct

"

46 °z can

CATSUP
2/49;

BEANS
2/35;

No. 303 can

Dishwashing Liquid

JOY
59;

King Siie,

BOUNTY

DEL MONTE TOMATO

Bush's Shelly

14-oz.

45;

Trail Blazer

Freeze Dried

Sanka
Coffee

GAIN

TO
2 Rolls

Washing Powder

King Size

09
$1

Gerber Strained

DOG FOOD BABY FOOD
9;
85;
4-oz.

25 lbs.

$219

41
4-oz.
/

AN.

Good Only at Johnson's Grocery

Hunt's

Polski Wyrob

Tomato
-Sauce

with Onions, Cheese, or Mushrooms
8-oz

10;

Dill
Pickles
22 oz
•

39;
-4

COUPON

Old Judge

CO
IS
CR
Coffee
can

COKE

4 Gt.,. 1--

10 Oz. 6 Pack
—Pius battles or decros

With 55.03 Additional Purchase,
Excluding Tobacco Products.

89

Expires Feb. 16th, 1971

•

PACE SIX

54 WAYS TO
WIN!
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1A(.1- "51-'
•

rC rq:1
,zo! 10,
44:51oz w,

l(rloier

All
new

L:e"'''ve
•t5 ' OCCI•
elf,:t4
-.4 .41'4 t

SERIES
66

A

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY.
HIGHWAY 641 N.
PRICES GOOD THROUGH TUESDAY
FEB. 16. Limit right reserved.

TM

PUN! EXCITING!

COME ONE...
COME ALL!

NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY

in the
Mississ

BAKER'S
KROGER

.
.
C,OT
AD D.TRENEESiuSING
SAL

* FROZEN FOODS *

Qt.

444

g
FOLGER S OR MAXWELL HOUSE

BANQUET FROZEN

Meat Pies
5
Turkey, Beef or
Chicken
‘•

Rid CHOW

Fl\Q( FT FROZEN

CRINKLE-CUTS
FROZEN NOVELTIES

TALL PET MILK

14'7-oz.
can

INFANT

5-0/
pkg

25' SIli.RITCA
LIQUID
99'
TOMATO SOUP
99'
P WK4T & BEANS
sIHB

AaPI

13-oz.
can

CAMPBELL'S

5-lb
bag
24-bar
pack

Kitts:FR FIRO/V

ORANGE JUICE

$209

APORATE D

for $

COOKIN' BAG MEATS
KROGER FROZEN

VAC-PAK II
I COFFEE
79'

CLOROX BLEACH
25-lb.
bag

GRAPE JELLY
BUTTER

10'

79'

jl
E
11
.
UT
A

KRAFT PHII.ADELPHIA
pkg

356 TEA
BAGS
79t
CAKE MIXES
39' NORTHERN BEANS

25'

MEL-0-SOFT

BREAD 19c
14 ciw
Loaves

((i\TRY OVEN

COUNTRY STY.ROLLS 3 $1"
2/9."
.
.,N D,DCANAIsKHE
,,AU
,P00

19'

2111-4.11

16-07
( an

Al I. FLAVORS

pint

WASHDAY HELPER!

1 or

‘77-T

HEINZ STRAINED

K ROGER

ICE MILK

BABY FOOD

7-UP R.C.
or
PEPSI 69,
COLA

Aka

8

23
:

dPI

25'

"",.; $1.29

12-ni.
can

II SIRI) I1111

5

7:1

HAND LOTION
69'
EXTRA DRY FORMULA
. 89'
APRIL SHOWERS ";:l. 65'
.IFRCENS

7-07-• bottle

" DEODORANT TALC

99'

SWAN SOFT TOWELS roil 33
TIME-LIFE LIBRARY OF

SICKS

16-oz. bottle

FANTASIA CHINA

bottle

SCI,UR ING PADS
pkg oil

2-pc. SALAD SET
coupon at 16'oger.
with
.through 'Feb.
Limit one.

-

DELSEY TISSUE
RICE
\I
I KRISPIES
511

15' -o7.
can

16'

pack

33'

QUAKER OATS

•

bottle

CILLETTE TECHMATIC

15-07.

10-07.
box

ho'.

45'
39'

pkg.

54'
89'

STYLE
HAIRSPRAY
49'
13 or can

Imamalalalall=4.1.1114114111111111.1111111111111111k
-

•

ecapreine...

• 111.77,..47.=7:11..............
,p•mwx-.4711/ws

S CH

FIAT I

PTENE
OI
Y01
m.
PO
...,;
PII
TEAL

PRIDE

tube

LIQUID DRANO
DisiNFF(1'S
PINE-SOL

5tH

26'

ARRID
EXTRA DRY
99' .„

MIS

oral*

19'

46-4)7
(an

5. CHI

REGULAR OR UNSCENTED

KEN-L-RATION

. with this coupon at Kroger,
thrpugh Feb, 16 Limit one.

1-11)
an

Qt

BRYLCREEM
89'
VAPORUB
59' RAZOR
BAND 5'S
2 for 29'
REGULAR OR SUPER

FOR THE PLINIBING...

COOKING S.O.S. PADS
STEMWARE vol 1 • , Vois. 2 10
ea 39' piece
DOG FOOD
39' 49'

2-pc. SOUP SET

an

59'
29'
49'
35'

4

Instant Coffee

K.
.1.S. C
WHO
I
CLU
CUE
I
SHC
BEE

CHI

MEN'S HAIRDRESSING

Spotlight

eniSTOL

FANTASIA CHINA

1 .S. CH(

w;isi jiamoomm•ollo

(}1;::00R ,A&,BEANS
NIBLETi CORN

OR a

1.

Freestone Peaches

43

half- gal

1.25

5-lbs.
4-ozs.

TIDE DETERGENT

Will Add Elegance To Your Table'

in Purchase

W7.I

KIM:SIZE

16 or bottles

FANTASIA 'CHINA

9-07.

33'
24'
87'

I oe

PRIDE OF GEORGIA'

BROWN -SERVE
ROLLS 3 89c
with each

39'

DI- I NIDVI

-.49'

FLAKE, TWIN or COMB

FRUIT
DISHES

bottle

g-oi

KROCER ALL-BUTTER 112-oz.)

ALMOND TEA RING

NOODLES ROMANOFF 5 )7t
JOUR
VABISITIAA SAUSAGE can 44'

•

54' 1000 ISL. DRESSING
CHOCOLATE SYRUP
24' TOMATO CATSUP
CIDER VINEGAR
JELL-O GELATIN
3 37
CHEER BLUE
•

35'

BETTY('ROCKER

1

,3-lbs.
6-ozs.

BAKERY FOODS

2-1b.
pkg.

PINTO BEANS

59'

I 11/

pkg.

8'

jars

KROGER DRY

rof

HERSHEY'S

4

4'7-oz.

24-01.
bottle

1.61.1,

pkg

22-0z.
bottle

10'

KROGER I 41#‘41911, JUICE
WAGNER'S DRINKS
1 SUGAII
9),!
.! fT.FRUIT JUICE
96'
CLING,PEACHES

63'
41'

BETTY('ROCKER

INSTANT TEA

BISCUITS

BABY FOOD

4i

KR0CFR DRY

CREAM CHEESE

HEINZ STRAINED

41-7-oz.
can

PURE CANE

1 11111\

1-lb.
pkg.

ORANGE JUICE

69'

SWEET PICKLES

I'1,0VER VALLEY

AMERICAN CHEESE

43'

KAR0, . SYRUP

MIRACLE
WHIP
48c

33C
2 lbs.

12-oz.
bottle

PETER PAN

KRAFT ORIGINAL

BLUE BONNET

Margarine

12-oz.
Jar

47'
49'

27'

GERBER'S BABY

RI I

* DAIRY DEPT. *

MARGARINE
i,.,„,F.

20-01jar

PANCAKE SYRUP

6o,

•

4-oz.
can

COCOANUT

-11e-NAL $1
, 11N11111.111111..
441150makimeifiCA•Alic&04,1c

FIN

X
tit

HA

io

lin

w
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1

111 up to $111:000
eds, Northern and Central
butArkansa
triEastern
be Dis
kets to
Tic
000
00,
3,2
in the 38
in West Tennessee, (excluding Memphis),

PRIZES

Ns Vereftemell Prms

*1000

8

*100

51

$500

Expires

915
I5,47
i7,387

*2°°
Rio°

IENOERAYb

with this coupon
and '5.00 purchase
excluding tobacco.

116
350

*20

Total Unredeemed Prim

February 16th

Limitone.

CHUCK
ROAST

(11

TOP VALUE STAMPS

AS OF JANUARY

participating Kroger Stores located
of this program is May 5, 1971.
Mississippi, Southern Illinois and Western Kentucky. Scheduled termination

IHOICI

100 EXTRA A

RT
ODDS CHA30,
1971

WHAT IS TENDERAY BRAND BEEF?
Kroger Tenderay Brand
Beef is always U.S.D.A.
Choice Grade, grain-fed
beef, which has been
placed in special rooms
where controlled temperature and humidity
allow this fine beef to
tender NATURALLY,
while fla‘or and freshness
are retained.
WE GUARNATEE THE TENDERNESS
OF EVERY CUT OF TENDERAY

omit,

111111111111.1111111.,'`'"M' er

COUNTRY STYLE

SLICED 1
BACON
55' I

BRAND BEEF!
HOICE TENDERAY
E-Z CARVE

CORNED
RIB ROAST BEEF
79'
99'
lb.

lb.

BONELESS :

t

14
'
S CHOICE TENDERAY BEEF
BOSTON ROLL

HOKE TENDERAY BEEF BONELESS

K. C. STEAKS
WHOLE RIB EYE
CLUB STEAKS
CUBE STEAKS
SHOULDER SWISS
BEEF BRISKET

I BONELESS'
ROAST II

FAMILY PAK MIXED PARIS

11.S. CHOICE TENDERAY BEEF

lb

U.S.CHOICE TENDERAY BEEF

.S. CHOICE TENDERAY BEEF

1 19
&

lb.

family $1 29
pak, lb. I

1 '.S. CHOICE TENDERAY BONEI.ESS

El ti R ROLLED BONELESS

Frying

SMOKED JOWL
-SLAB BACON
DRESSED WHITING
H STEAKS
aiiki
PUMP TENDER

Chicken

SAGE
K SAU.ra
FRESH POR
EYS( i
TURKl
DOt
lo_lbs.
N
DGE
:,„
d„„
sER,F&S,,}
WW1,ER S .
Ali-MEAT WE1NERS
SLICED BOLOGNA
IMMO\

KIVU,

rit

it, 39'
396
lb

1

FAMILY PAK

lb.
lb.

SWEET 1
POTATOES

FRESH.TENDER

SPLIT BROILERS
59, BREAST QTRS.
lb 39'
PTF9tIA,pyER
MIXED QUARTERS
.YOUNG BEEF LIVER
11;,F0Aiii NECK BONES Ib 15' ivilabiiirE RS
FRYING CHICKEN
L.
kAnknET
PAK FRYER
FAMILY PAK FRYER
49' FAMILY
LEGS 49'
BREAST
$4199
:
A\O, 59'
pkg L
6.01)1FHAM BURGER
JUICE DRINK
E
d'
89'
CK
.
CHU
'6
6)176
SI MD OiiARTIR
89' oItielbirg APPLES
IdifitI'"Atm
99' itiil e-EGGPLANT
SIRLOIN
D
PPE
CHO
(FW
RU IT
29'
iiiITFife BEEF
.......____,,
FAMILY PACK FRYER

TENDER SLICED

FA1lI.Y PAK FRYER

lb.

lb

FOR SOIP

lb

1

til' CARROTS
POTATOES
ROOMS
1 lsii:sy.HuNG
'ii
FR
CELERY HEARTS
TEXASBROCCOLI
FIIv

41141r

HalfLai
In For

lb.

PORK
LOIN
594.

C ROUND ROUND OR

1NDI \S RIVER

10 for

lb.

FRESH PICNII. qY11

COUNTRY STYLE
lh

WHOl

lb.

lb.

59(
49'
55'
79'

nek
4111.. ww

jag wpm.,awwwww..........1wWwwwwww•mor

CALIFORNIA

W_
RA
ST
:
BERRIES
..69t
i.
!;

PORK
ROAST
39

I.

PORK RIBS
iiiii AiHOULDER
STEAKS_
HAMSFRE

P:44'11

lb.

I' .

lb.

29'
69'
41
4

1

?lb.

29"

!oil) bay

99'

pis

'1"
49'

h

SALAD TOMATOES

5-lb

lb

lb

39'

FRESH

10

Is( 1IOICE PIECES OF

lb

29
49'

FRESH
HENS
33' I

I

69'
79'

MISSISSIPPI GROWN

lb.

FIRST fliTS OF

) 1 496
k;
IrP4

RIB
I STEAKS
99'

MURRAY ONLY

69'
69'
1W-996

49'

YOSHIO RIO

1POTATOES
11
99' 11
•••••1
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• Mactilie Developed To Do Walt of Kidney

Janitonal Service Is Booming Business

By TERRY FLYNN
CINCINNATI (UPI) -Parallel flow pumpless hemodialyzer
manage and tram, many firms is quite a mouthful, but it's
have started farming out the actually the simplest, cheapest
work. Multi-million dollar com- kidney purifier yet devised.
panies such as Kinney National,
Allied Maintenance Corp. and
The apparatus, which looks
Prudential Building Mainten- like a collection of plastic bags,
ance specialize in custodial performs the same function as
services.
the larger, more complicated
and extremely expensive kidIt ran be a lucrative field.
Temco Industries Inc. won a ney machines now used in most
A kidney machine
contract reported to exceed $6 hospitals.
million for New York's new costs about $10,000. The pumpless model sells for $20.
World Trade Center.

By PATRICK W. SULLIVAN
UPI Business Writer
YORK
( UPI(-One
NEW
reason you're paying more
today rfir a product or a service
is the fact that it costs big
business and institutions as
much as $600 to remove a
single pound of dirt from a
building.
Maintenance specialists estimate that the United States
spends $25 billion a year to
keep lobbies, classrooms, hospiPest Control
tal rooms clean, to keep floors
Another area where firms are
scrubbed and buildings free of
opting for specialized help is
pests.
"It's an expense that in many pest control. The National Pest
cases is 10 to 15 per cent higher Control Association says insect
than it should be," said Thomas damage costs U.S. industry
----Fitzgerald, sales manager for more than $1 billion a year.
Food products in storage or
the Johnson Wax Company's
processing, clothing and other
service products division.
With US. hospitals spending fabrics, even the buildings
$825 million for housekeeping, themselves, are attacked. One
or $500 a bed, a 10 to 15 per entomologist cited one large
cent cut in expenses would be a department store which became
considerable savings to a so infested with mosquitoes
that customers were driven out.
patient.
The entromologist named the
2.6 Per Cent for Cleaning
The Department of Health, German cockroach as the most
Education and Welfare reported damaging of all pests, followed
that last year 2.6 per cent of in order of destructiveness by
the $30 million spent on rats, mice, termites, moths,
elementary and secondary edu- bedbugs, wasps and beetles.
cation went for cleaning bills. Also forcing up maintenance
To realize savings in house- budgets is the disinfecting and
keeping costs, Fitzgerald sug- cleaning of public washrooms.
gests a "systems" approach to Fitzgerald estimated that one
maintenance and the use of hour of cleaning is needed for
and each 100 times a washroom is
techniques
improved
used. Dirty washrooms lead to
materials.
Faced with expensive janitor- increased employee absenteeial labor, which is often hard to ism and repulses customers.

There is one catch: The
pumpless hemodialyzer is used
just once and discarded, which
means it costs $20 Der
treatment.
Revolutionary Device
Robert L. Lachance, president of a Cincinnati importexport firm, explained the
revolutionary device was invented by researchers at the
Hines Veterans Administration
Hospital in Hines, Ill. Finley
W. Markley of the Argonne
National
Laboratory
at
Argonne, Ill., worked with Dr.

Business Learns A Lot
From Football Coaches
ton, D.C.
A second will be opened this
year in Atlanta with 11 more
NEW YORK (UPI)-Business planned by 1975. Clients at the
has learned a lot from football Washington center have includcoashes, particularly from the ed such firms as RCA, Cocaway they use movies and Cola, Xerox, Metropolitan Life
videotape to teach players new Insurance, International Busiideas and how to avoid the ness Machines, Kraft, General
and
mistakes of a last week's game. Electric, Westinghouse
One elaborate example of this Irving Trust Co. They use the
is afforded by the Sterling center for managerial, sales
Learning Centers sponsored by and electronic programming
Sterling Institute and Marriott training.
Each center is to be an
Hotels, Inc.
"I always thought I was a electronic clasSroom with a
pretty good salesman, but I tiered amphitheater serviced by
never knew my mistakes until I audio-visual learning aids, plus
saw myself acting out a sales auxiliary classrooms for special
spiel on videotape at the work.
Sterling Center," says George Turner said the dramatization
Turner, a sales representative principle is used at the centers
of an industrial machinery for all sorts of courses. We
had to act out most of the
company.
Turner said he knows now problems," he said. "Those we
how a football player feels after didn't act ourselves we saw
seeing himself miss a blocking either acted out on films by
assignment in the replay films. professional actors or per"Even if I didn't recognize my formed in movies and still
mistakes, the rest of the boys photos from actual . business
in the class pointed them out to operations."
me in the pictures. Then we Swedish narcotics haul
analyzed them and took steps
GOTEBOR(;,Sweden(UPI)
to prevent them," he said.
-Swedish customs officers
"I must have learned some-doubled their seizures of narthing because my sales record cotics
in 1970. Most of the
has gone up about 10 per cent drugs were confiscated in the
since that meeting:" Turner ports of the Oeresund Strait,
dividing Denmark anti Sweden.
added.
Seizures totaled 638, with LSD
The first Sterling Learning amphetamine and
cannabis
eel- in W
-,ept.61wting must -of the haul
.Centet
By LEROY POPE
UPI Business Writer

remove production from the
hospital and to issue licenses to
private firma. Lachance said
five companies, including his.
•
A.R. lavender of the Hines err:: because of low standards At this point the AEC, which were licensed. He hopes to be
funded the project, decided to in full production by
hospital
of manufacture.
hospital to perfect the kidney
purifier in 1969.
Lachance's company was one
of five licensed by the Atomic
Energy Commission to manufacture the pumpless kidney
device. The hemodialyzer is
composed of a series of special
cellophane tubes encased in an
outer cylinder cellophane. It
works on much the same
principle as the recirculating
water purifier. The patient,
through minor surgery, is fitted
with a tube which projects from
his arm. The ends of the
purifier are attached.
The
normal heart action pumps the
blood into the hemodialyzer, the
blood is purified by the
dialysate solution inside, and
the blood is returned to the
patient's body through the arm.
Dialyzer Tested
The dialyzer was tested
successfully at the
Hines
hospital for a year. A problem
arose, however, in the manuBOMB IN TRUCK KILLS WOMAN — Remains of a pickup truck ripped by a bomb
facturing end. The devices
tl.(st that killed Mrs. Fern Bolding, 28, as she was leaving for her second - grade
were assembled by patients at
,I.i.,sroom at a school in Bristow, Okla., are examined by authorities. The truck usthe hospital and the rejection
.,1?y was driven by her husband, Donald, who was to testify in an auto theft case
rate ran between 50 and 75 per

NEW YORK (UPI)-Environmental problems for the
nation's super-markets are
reaching the point where they
represent
significant dollar
loss,
reports "Chain Store
Age,- supermarket editions.
The food
field publication
said the chains' problems fall
in three main categories: problems hiving -to do" with - the
disposal of store wastes, those
associated with products the
store sells, and, most serious,
problems having to do with
packaging wastes, such as cans
and non-returnable bottles.

A

We G

Surprise!
BATON ROUGE,La.(UPI)
-A legislative committee looking into Mafia influence in
state government discovered
more than 100,000 Louisianans
had not filed their state income
tax returns in 1969.
The state revenue department expects to collect upwards of $3 million in a crackdown on the relucti,nt taxPayers.

Waldc

* * *

Fashion authorities say the
short dress for spring is an
antidote for an overdose of
clutter and costume. The style
adapts to many looks.

TOilE
STARK IS

TUN

3 BIG DAYS!
FRI.•SAT.•MON.•

LARI

Feb. 12 - 13 and 14

Open Friday Iii 8:00

Women's - Teen's
Ever Popular

Beautiful Easy Care

els2vab

PENNY
LOAFER

100% Polyester

DOUBLE
KNITS

Genuine hand sewn stitch upper
Brown Only
/
2 to 10
Sizes 41

Tou

'TOTAL
STRETCH"
PANTY HOSE

-CI

tlabie's secret:

TEXUN

Lcive1C•ne nylon yarn,
knitted in France. Soft,
sheer and smooth
with fabulous stretch
that fits to a tee...
whatever your height.

Jacquard -Spring Colors
Now Only $422

1;288

Grp,
OLE
SAL
Yellow

CHEIF

Yd.
Regularly
S 1.75

Ladies
Nylon Satin

REELFO

PANTIES

Won't
bag,sag
or
wrinkle!

•Lace Trim
•White & Colors
•Sizes 5 to 8
Reg.
59'
N ow-- .
WASHINGTON
SEWING
SAVINGS

Fancy Spring Colors in
BEAUTIFUL

BONDED
ACRYLICS-

33

r.

DOMESTIC

SHOP OUR

100%

Cotton. --Full Bed Size

Limit 3

81 X 96

to Customer

Wool Cardigan
and I -Neck Styles

Winter Fashions in
Your Favorite

Many Prices
Chopped

Solid Colors
Sizes
34 - 40

.

-CARDIGANS
SLIPOVERS

(Also KNIT SPORTSHIRTS)

Reg. 6"
Reg. 6"

Now 444
Now
CANNON Jumbo

LIBER1

SA'

$411-L_L
.Compare irti;e
--sec
onds with
Perfects at

Reg. 3/sr

on sale at

Only

Tin,

All Cotton

Pre-Ticked To Sell
."
at 5.5

S

8
44,

Winter Bargains Added
every day!

BRIEFS
•art-asowanramspoo-ammaia
baivn dinar. sorry at 'this low r”.cr
Ave can't matinees tissirannius 11V

during the Spring Sale

SWEATERS
100%

Rep '1

SULU"

ARA
MOL
U

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISE1T

TABLES

SPECIAL PURCHASE

N
L
LKo
MIAF
L
F

Colors: Honey, Sun Brogue, Brown

OF

GAIN!

Mountain Mist

BATTING

PETITE)MEDIUM
or MEDIUM/TALL

SPECIAL PURCHASE

Unbleached

A real Washington Day
BARGAIN'
$244
Now

. Fir.efightets pour water on a file at
HOT AND COLD-:sitaZolissiehm,Dhia-Gilbeet
W4relgrtite--44
gree temperature. Damage is estimated over $1 Million

Pollution problem
for chain stores

BANKAMERICARO

With t

IN
maxv
Cofte

6 oz..
Without
id *fir

.
Open from 8 a.m. till 12 p.m.
7 Days A Week for Your
Shopping Convenience.

.4

.1_ _ . .... , .-

_

the
ia an
se of
style

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
LIMIT_QUANTITIES

TO

Murray, Kentucky

FRYERS
19;

fk,
lb.

Doz

with purchase

„.....,

Pound
Pd

lb.

39; SLICED BACON 2 89(p
39,
1 lb.
y kg

46-oz.

$ 1 00

1c6a nosz.

STRONG HEART

12
Roll lok 6 Dog
Food
y
Toilet:Tissue 4 Pkg.
w
HUNTS
STARKIST
6a1„".89; Tomato 41pice 4ca6nt3sz.
2:
TUNA

CATSUP
LARA LYNN

'Crackers 25t; CORN 5

396 Skinless Franks

ansi
303 cS

Tomato Soupl O

c L BEANS 4
Yellow Solid

LIBERTY

iti.,•
Chips Twin

CHEIF

Tall Can

REELFOOT

4 lb. carton

MILK MAID

-

.

D
E
BR
19
MIS 4 9„.-F,
4!P

16 oz. loaf

LIBERTY
BROWN Si SERVE

FORE

7/
9
192

CAKE M X
1 FLOUR

10 balbg.

99

BANANAS
LIBERTY COUPON

SAVE 20'
With this-coupon
INSTANT

Maxwell House
Coftee OKI;

is.

Without coupon '1.15

69

lb. 39'

CENTER

lb.

$1 19

07 lar

SLICED

lb.

lb.39'

CAPTAIN HOOKS

Chuck Wagon

8 oz.

thr

FRESH

,•

lb.

BLADE

QUARTER
lb.

CUT

lb

_

•

B:s $1

Qt Jar

b2 Gal.

FESTIVAL

PINTO OR NORTHERN

Salmon 79c BEANS 4.49" Ice Cream '59'

4t,,ba.g49

RED OR YELLOW

.10' Deli'cious Ai des

GOLDEN
RIPE

LIBERTY COUPON
SAVE 15'
With this coupon
When you buy
axwell House
Coffee
q Lb .
'.
lre k,;an s1

1 GIZZARDS

lb.

HIND

ALMA PINK

Gold Medal

lb. 1:"

MISS LIBERTY

MISS LIBERTY

White,
Yellow,
Chocolate

NECKS
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WE REDEEM U.S. GOVERNMENT FOOD STAMPS
AT LIBERTY, WE OFFER ONLY U.S. PRIME BEEF
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Man stricken
people pass by

•

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: A very dear man I knew had a stroke in
the lobby of his place of business. He lay on the floor in that
lobby for about an hour and a half. It was nearly rush hour. I
suppose people thought he was drunk so they passed him by.
He died the following day.
That fine man had a young people's group in church. I
am one of the young people.
The message I want to convey through your widely-read
column, Abby, is this: Please, if you see someone in need,
drunk, sick, no matter what, tell a guard at the door or a
policeman. Don't ignore him. Do what you can to help him.
You may save his life.
"Mr. L." had a stroke and a cerebral hemorrhage. He
may have died even if he had been taken to a hospital
immediately. But at least he wouldn't have died all alone on
the cold floor of a lobby.
J C , STATEN ISLAND, N.Y.
DEAR J. C.: If year letter changes the Making of only
sac person who would deny help to a stranger because he
doesn't want to "get involved," it's well worth the space in
any newspaper. Thank you for writing.
DEAR ABBY, I am a grown woman with a good
husband, three nice sons and a full bin>, life. But "Wrong
Way Corrigan" has nothing on me I do a let of traveling, to
and from dog shows, and I always allow myself at least one
hour in which to get lost. don't mean a chance wrong turn,
I mean really lost!
Even if I have been there before, I always get hopelessly
turned around and have to stop and ask directions.
Sometimes I have to stop and ask directions two and three
times. I am a careful driver and I am considered fairly
intelligent, but I have absolutely no sense of direction.
basband Ave I get_litst because I have no
self-eishlesee and I set out "expecting" to get lost. Can that
be? Are there others like me? Have you any suggestions?
"LOST" IN VA.

I
5.

DEAR LOST: Don't be ashamed. Some of our brainest
peep/
lest a lot. Recommended solution: Don't start oat
unless you have written instructions on how to get where
you're going. If you should get lost, stop at once and ask for
help. f And be mare to listen carefully so that you understand
the directions.] Also always take a telephone number of the
place you're headed for in case you want to call them and
ask bow to get there. If that falls, carry a compass, a Bible
and a survivelf

.1„

DEAR ABBflbrmlired of blINtsiThait What big slobs
women are. My friends and neighbors probably consider me
a slob because of the way my house looks most of the time,
but let me tell you my side of it.
The minute my husband gets in the house he takes off his
coat and shirt and drapes them across the back of the chair.
Then he takes off his tie and hangs it on the doorknob He
goes to the fridge, gets a couple of cans of beer and a snack,
takes them into the living room and settles down to read the
paper and watch TV. But first he takes off his shoes and
socks Pretty soon I have crumbs all over the floor and
beer cans standing around and half-eaten food left here and
there
After he washes up to go out, there's toothpaste
spattered on the mirror, wash rags in the sink, wet towels on
the floor, shaving cream on the bathroom wall, deodorant
and after shave, razor and hairbrush standing on the sink or
tank top.
And I hate to tell you what kind of disaster area is left
behind when my man finally gets around to changing a
SLOB'S WIFE: MILWAUKEE
washer on a leaky faucet.
What's your preblesne You'll feel better if you get it off
year chest. Write to ABBY. Box WM, Les Angeles. Cal.
Ma. Fee a persoaal reply enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.
Hate to. write letters? Seed In to Abby, dm MSC Los
Aageles, Cal. 16911, Mr Abby's boakIsit. 'Vey 16 11/611RLde
tors ter AU Oeessises."
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48
SO
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53
SS
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Crony (colloq.)
Make amends
Greek letter
Anglo Salon
money
Seagoing
vessel
Base
Stage performer
Angry outburst
Chopped finely
Transgress
Food program
Obscure
Chowest
Finished
Girl's
nickname
Gott mound
Near
Title of
respect
Fruit seed
A stale (abbe )
Conducted
Stroke
Pad of
packet
Allowance
for waste
Cut of meat
Prohibits'
Scottish cap
Toe
Declares
Baggage

3 Alighted
4 fish sauce
5 Weary
6 Preposition
7 °wirework
fabric
8 Goddess of
discord
9 Kite
10 Bushy clump
11 Reverence
16 Quotes
18 Bone of body
20 Noise
22 Apportioned
23 Bury
25 Chart
27 Number
28 River ducks
30 Plunge
32 Nothing
36 Cheer
ID Kettledrum
41 Hold back
2

unm
ono

43 Hindu
cymbals
43 Separated
47 Make lace
49 Shade tree
52 Army meal
54 South African
Dutch
55 Secret /gent

5
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Sports

number of air bags beginning
with 1972 models. Instead, he
said, . GM was intensifying
efforts to improve car interiors
in the hope this would meet the
modified safety standard.
Cole said the interiors of
some 1971 GM cars "come
close" to meeting the requirements. He specified the company's "B" body such as on the
new Chevrolet and Pontiac
Catalina, and the "C" body on
the big Oldsmobile and the
Buick Electra. Both were
redesigned for 1971 models.
He said the cars have
-improved collapsible steering
columns for driver protection in
a crash, that they have new
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Air Bags May Not Be
Installed After All
windshield glass which when hit
can stretch substantially without rupturing, improved instrument panel padding and
better protection from 'impact
with the pillars supporting the
windshield and the side doors.
Rinehart S. Bright, vice
president of products development at Chrysler, says his
company's new safety cushion
system is superior to the air
bag. According to Bright, it
offers residual protection in a
subsequent impact such as
might occur a second or two
after the initial impact. It
restrains the knees by guiding
them into lhaxierwer pert of the
safety cushion, limits forward
.
!eat
,
But the auto companies have motion anTiTei sbrbs most of the
run into difficulty in trying to occupant's crash energy, the
develop an air bag that would company said.
At Ford, Williams Innes,
be totally workable and reliable
and which would not actually executive vice president, said
be dangerous under some his company was building about
circumstances. It also is an 40 mercury cars to take air
expensive proposition. "The bags for experimental use
'tear up' costs to put in such a within the company. But Innes
device would run into the said the company is not
millions," said one auto execu- installing air bags in them
because it has no satisfactory
tive.
At a recent General Motors air bag system yet.
seminar on safety and emis- It was Henry ,Ford II who
cember called air bags
sion, GM President Edward last
Cole said the., company could "a lot of baloney." He said they
not meet a carritnitment made were costly. and "I don't think
earlier to install a limited they'll work."
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Are You Bringing WESTEVER!
Your Prescriptions To Say-Rite. V!
If Not... You Should Be!
Total Discount Prices On
All Dru s

I D-eaff, Of JOS011ie
oVrt, Smith & .10600

By DAVID W. CHUTE
DETROIT (UPI) -There
may not be an air bag in your
automotive future after all.
The Na'tional Highway Traffic
Safety- Administration originally
set a standard that all cars
built after Jan. 1, 1973, should
be equipped with exploding air
bags on the passenger side of
the front seat to protect against
injuries in 30 m.p.h. barrier
crash. It later modified the
standard so that any method
could be used to provide wuch
protection provided it was
"passive," that is, did not
rtssuire action on the part of
passengera_sueiras snapping on

su
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FIELD FULLY COOKED
NEW YORK (UPI)—It appears "more than probable" to
Spear and Staff, Inc., that the
market is headed for a muchneeded correction. The company says a number of "era
have begun to appear in the
previously all-pervasive bullish
scenario." The signs include a
-swelling bullishness among
odd totters," attributed by
Spear to the market's "getting
toppy" and the failure of up.
volume to hold above 12 million
shares a day.

HA M
To be given away Saturday night, Feb. 13th . ..
15-lb. Avg.
to be 'resent to win!
have
You do not
Register Each Visit to Our Store...
Nothing To Buy!

WAGNER BREAKFAST

ORANGE and GRAPE

DRINK

There has been a noticeable
spread of interest to depressed
secondaries and former high
flyers, according to TPO Inc. It
is this broadening of interest
that accounts for the record
volume, the company says. And
it adds ''the technical evidence
still shows no imminent signs of
a market top, but on the
contrary points to a prolonged
bull market."
Stocks never make their tops
"until after bonds have" and
the bond market has recently"
bounced off against a hard
top," according to the Janeway
Publishing & Research Corp.
The company says the market
is not merely ahead of the
econorny—"it is out of gear"
with it. "The danger.. now is
that its blow-off will send it into
orbit en route to a proper
crack-up," the company._ says.
It observes that the "highflying volume" with leadership
from "air" stocks suggests a
collision with the nearby top
but "meanwhile, the word in
Wall Street is that the air
stocks have a friend in the
White House."

4P1"
GERBER STRAINED

BABY FOOD
41,2•o, 9t
YELLOW SOLID

MARGARINE
5 lbs.

MARTHA WHITE
CORN BREAD MIX
INSTANT POTATO MIX
BISCUIT MIX
CORN MUFFIN MIX
FLAPSTAX MIX

Pepsi,
RC
and

PKG

1O

7-Up

$100

16-oz.
8-bottle carto

Super Value

with bottles or
deposit

BUSH'S RED

PIE
CHERRIES

"The market is more tired
than dangerous," the Indicator
Digest believes. The company
says, historically, "January
strength is often interrupted in
February." However the newsletter believes the long-term
trend is "decidedly bullish" and
advises viewing any near-term
weakness "as another buying
opportunity."

16-oz. can

IVORY
LIQUID

100

SPACE KING

KREY VIENNA

SAUSAGE

4/$

POPCORN
DETERGENT
25

The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Wednesday, Feb. 10,
the 41st day of 1971.
The moon is full.
are
stars
morning
The
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Jupiter.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Aquarius.
On this day in history:
In 1942 the last civilian cars
for the duration of World War
II rolled off the Detroit
assembly lines, as the industry
converted to war production.
In 1962 U2 pilot Fracis Gary
Powers was returned to America in exchange for Soviet spy
Rudolf Abel.
In 1964 an Australian aircraft
carrier and a U.S. destroyer
collided in the Tasman Sea,
killing 100 Americans.
In 1968 Peggy Fleming won a
gold medal for the United
States in figure skating at the
Olympic Games In Mexico City,

"
4/$1

4" c4r1

GENTLE WHITE

21b bag

King Size

>MOM Parker's Mkt

I•-4* SAVE 20' WHEN

wool

YOU BUY A

10-0z. Jar of

4:
.

INSTANT FUSER'S
COFFEE CRYSTALS

.

PrOd1110e
t:
:9. TA
NGERINES

Doz.

Med. Size

ils

4 lb. Bag

"it§us

70 cc IC

REGISTER FOR THE
FIELD'S FULLY COOKED

To be given away Saturday, Feb. 13th!

PARSNIPS
difiNgES
Oita/NS

1-1b.

bag

1 Doz. in Poly Bag
3-1b. bag

29
49FRESH
29'
49'
19'

VE Air/G4::)/V

A thought for today: Samuel
Johnson said, "The first years
of man must makf vprovision
for the last."

FROSTY ACRES

Handle with care
NEW YORK (UPI)—Longer
wear for the popular pantyhose
comes with careful handling.
Do wash pantyhose before
wearing. Washing strengthens
Fibers, Always wash after
wearing, no matter how tired
you are, because prespiration
deteriorates nylons. Burling-.
ton, one of the kading makers,'
offers this suggestion alePt
wear gloves when washing hose
if-you can't get sharp rings Off
or have rough nails. .And don't
hang' them on • faucet or any
isn't
Other surface which
smooth.

Crepe rare
SILVER SPRINGS, Md.
(l'PI)—Crepe is a very 'service.
able Villre. sass We National
cleaning.
Institute of
drythe majorit, of
clean siti.factoril but pressing most he alone *er!, ,aremull so as not to Minot Ilw
vnp'il•Atw(mv. Iiiareut sresse„
garments are more tlifficidt to
paassissoirresst.is
--raw
•the grain or 'grail:II or tge'
•
falwic.

CLUB STEAK

6-oz. can

OLD FASHION LARGE / 1 ARMOUR ALL-MEAT

KREY PORK

BRAINS
lib cup 29 c

BOLOGNA
,In-The-Piece
lb. ‘a 7

6/89'
ORANGE JUICE
39'
FISH STICKS
39'
TV DINNERS(E_xcltling
10.z 2/35'
EEY NES PEAS
GRFFROST
2/35'
CUT

/WIENERS
45e
j12-oz. pkg.

FROSTY SEAS

8-oz. Pkg.

FROSTY ACRES

Harn)

FRESH CUT

ICKEN PARTS
CH
Legs
Thighs
Breast

BRYAN CANNED

HAMS
$289

SHOP -WHERE
YOU CAN
SAVE

sUPtIt AnAs64

Of.

•.

PAGE TWE1 VF.
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have orange flavor and dude that ice milk has fewer ducts they are daid to restates
calories than ice cream. Milk place c unless the
lor and they are sweet.
tnay-Miss..:-.:doits have less butterfat than
-- "The information needed
tain little or no natural orange cream, but to make an acceptmake wise food purebases
to
manuable
'milk
product,
lose
'orange'
ice
does
So
juice.
facturess add_e_uptu_mil_k solids is usually on the food lairds_
soiii.0bing un the translatioh
-If not, Mk questions."and sugar.
BERKEtrr Calit-1171)
driiik:kuun juice
"Measure for measure, ice
Nliss Ferree said that-the
• •• •
Food shoppers and processors
"vine-ripened," wheir
milk contains only a few less
speak a different language," isliras•
applied to tomatoes, means the calories than ice cream.
When figuring the correct
says University of Ca iforriia
tomatoes remained -on the vine
"Food shoppers often as- length for a sheet, allow four
apcultural
market expert folly until the green color was sume that non-dairy cream subinches for hem and about five
Maria Ferree.
beginning to turn pink. stitutes, whipped toppings and
per cent for shrinkage.
-For food processors, cer- 111,1
"limes certainly different sour cream lopping* are mush
a a
tain ordinary words have legal
hunt homemakers' understand- lower in calories than their
and restrictive meanings.
sheets
are pre-shrunk
Fitted
'vine-ripened' - mean- dairy counterparts.
"Take orange juice and ing of
'In most cases, the substi- and should carry a guarantee of
left 4)11 the vine until fully
ing
orange drinks, for example.
tutes are not significantly
less than one per cent residual
The popular dry and frozen rip'.
lower in calories than the pro- shrinkage.
-Foot' Aoppers often con-

I
ills

en

Study the
food labels

*

IS.

ne

•"site,‘
Any

OMR 111t
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Muddy look out
YOWL.411,P1.).fashion industry is in the mood'
for "unpolluted" colors 'for
Awing sod somsner
Collections from New York
manufacturers feature bright
and clear tones, wiping away
the "muddy" or muted tones
of other seasons. Look for
orchard pastels, mint greens,
purples and peachy tones on
the -fight *dr- Iry the rteirtnit corner, count on navy, brown
and white combinations, black
and white paired, plus bone,
denim blue and camel.

FO

G001

few redlfr-

YOU CAN DEPEND ON AO FOR

4:r

Social Security
News

By Charles Whitaker
Paducah Social
Security Manager
By DICK WEST
sons happen to comprise a Social security beneficiaries
--WASHINGTON I UPI) - For substantial part of the year.
who worked during 1974 may
tears the .United Nations has
need to file a report of their
No Space
sponsored programs of techni- In an underdeveloped area, earnings for 1970. A report must
cal assistance for the underde- power shortages can be over- be made before April 15 by
veloped areas of the world.
come by expanding the generat- almost everyone who received
Let us hope it now will do ing capacity. But in an overde- monthly .benefits during 1970 if
something to help the overdeve- veloped area, there is little or total earnings exceeded $1680.00.
loped areas.
no space for expansion. So the A person who was over 72 years
The worsening plight of only alternative is to use less of age all of 1970 is the exception.
overdeveloped areas was point- electricity„ Which doesn't work A report is not required of those
ed up last week by the power either.
over 72 during all of 1970.
shortages
that
occurred The trouble is that inhabi- Student beneficiaries who
throughout the Northeast sec- tants of-the-region are totally stopped attending school full time
lien of the United States.
dependent on electric applian- in 1970 are also required to file a
As is typical of an overdeve- ces. Without such implements report of earnings for the year,
loped area, Northeastern Amer- as electric carving knives, even though benefits may have
ica has a splendid power shavers, fingernail files, can terminated when the student was
network that meets all of its openers, blenders and eyebrow no longer in school. The same
electrical needs-except in winpencils, they couldn't survive 24 report is required if a-child
ter and summer.
married and benefits stopped, or
hours.
Unfortunately, those two seaThis is where the United benefits terminated for ..some
Nations could perform an other reason during the year.
Social security counts the year
important role.
What I have in mi:id is a from January 1 through
V.N. program under which December 31 regardless of the
technical advisers from under law;month for, which benefits
developed areas would be sent werel"paid, or the first Month
t
into overdeveloped areas to berieets started. If the total .
.5'
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - help the natives learn to make exceeds $1680.00 gross wages for
1970, or $1680.00 net earnings
,.., American adults downed an do with less electricity.
i average of 88 three-ounces
For example, a team of from self employment or if the
, glasses of wine last year.
skilled rug-beaters from Afgha- combination of wages and self
.
They have a long way to nistan might be sent to New employment exceeds $1680.00 the
'
4to
. to catch up with the French, York City to teach housewives annual report must be filed with
but the total is growing - 117 how to dust carpets without an the Social
AdSecurity
glasses by 1980 is the pre- electric vacuum cleaner.
ministration. A reminder of the
dicted.
requirements for filing a report is
Bongo Players Recruited
--:Annual American wine conIdealistic young bongo play- not sent to every person receiving
sumptiorr will approach 400
benefits. This does not, however,
'million gallons in a decade, ers from Guatemala could be relieve anyone of the responAmerican
the
to
tour
recruited
• 60 per cent increase civet,sibility for filing a report of their
1970, say economists for the Northeast showing home owners and apartment dwellers earnings if one id due. This report
Bank of America.
.
is filed in addition to any income
And there's a trend toward how to rap on doors, thus
tax
return required.
disconnect
enabling
to
them
expensive
more
wines, those
The Paducah Dsitrict Social
priced above $1.25 a .fifth. their electric door chimes.
f 'A rapid and.penistes!!shilt Citrus experts from. the Security Office can furnish ad- f Treirn lliritiongei or sweeter Malay Archipelago undoubtedly ditional information on who may
4 t. pek,such
as dessert wine, would
give be required to file this report.
to
vohmteeer
443-7321 for assistance.
.- vermouth and special flavored instructions in squeezing oran- Call
wines fortified with more than ges by hand, thereby reducing
r 14 per cent alcohol, has .oc- reliance on electric juicers.
Faskion-conscious hobby
', curred," the bank said hi. a
Opportunities for de-electrifiLONDON (UPI)-Mrs. Her.. t_rep:urt.
cation assistance of this sort
: 'Wines with less than 14 are virtually unlimited. And I bert de Gray won custody of
per cent- alcohol have posted feel certain that those who her seven-year-old daughter in
a divorce settlement but agreed
a four-told increase in coa- participate
in the program will to let her former husband cont sumptionin the past 15 yeas."
find the experience deeply tinue choosing the
girl's
I __Lalifoaria wipe producers
rewarding.
clothes.
: have ((weft their borne state is
For they will have the
-The wife realizes he has a
-, !heir. best market.
electric
helping
satisfaction
good taste in dress," Mrs.
of
very
"With
.,
almost 10 per cent
' adults, Cali- - gadget addicts learn to live de Gray's lawyer told the
, of the nations
court.
, fornia consumes more than 22 unplugged.
per cent of the wines anternig e
X, distribution channels in the
., U.S.," the bank said.
.. "On an adult-per capita
•
basis, CalIfornia's average wine
•:::iaintake is 4.7- gallons a year,
-** well above twice the nation&
1
rf Iverage."
!"..
-Hut it's :till a long way
' from France and Italy, where
'
-.-- average annuid adult‘cotrump• Hon' of wine is about 40 galf him
, .P"
Wash gelatin stains in cool
suds. Avoid /101 water which
.;i149 likely to set t rue ',LIMA.

—

BLADE CUT

It

** .'
...•

CHUCK ROAST

69s

58
3 2
Onions
58
Oranges-..-.
29
Kale

Potatoes
BLADE' CUT

YELLOW

DOZ.,

10 OZ. PKG.

FRESH FLORIDA

AP

WeAl
N.44,

kefllE1/
Cho,

ARM SWISS STEAK OR

Bacon

I LB.PkG.57C

'TIMOTHY Hi
Contact Thurs
5131.

A&P CANNED

99t6ir.so;I;doR f 69t VEGETABLE SALE
Corned
79t Beef
GroundChuck
ir.,4
Soup Chuck',35
) jung Crab Meat
KNEIP ROUND

Ls

LB

BF F

Le

Frozen

ALLGOOD SLICED

Summit

Hams & Bacon

Squares

AAP VAC PAK

LB

OZ.) CREAM STYLE Of WHOLE KERNEL GOLDEN CORN
OS OZ.) CUT GREEN BEANS or FRENCH STYLE1502.) TOMATO SAUCE- PLUS MANY MORE,

1 lb. pkg.
$229

BACON

Virginia Country

29C Bacon

LB

69C

1968 BSA Motc
miles. Call 753

18 FT. CABIN
or trailer. $175

CANS 1

LADIES DRE
and suds. Size
12.Phone 753-1

THIS WEEK

2 Great Art
Prints FREE

FRIGIDAIR1
Tappan gas rs
Westinghouse
dit ioning unit.
furniture. To
Phone 753-3230

man
C,LIBON

2 FREE PRINTS

A
LIMIT
1101 Codrat
flu fialitv

FREE

114S COUpen

r.•••

L1UNDRY DETERGENT

I

$ r•dr. 041
.4.

worth

I

ono 11 114' print frog 790 PLUS I
ono S -0- pew fret 39(1

$ 18 •

ONE 11"x14" PLUS ONE
Chem haw
Iwo 250 csierful

bruyn

5"x

•.r ••.••

9

$3.99

erIth this eaves

.1.1••

OPO•••
ONO.-oar

qr ,AP

White
lane Pariker
42t°_,Vs99

ki AMY me( FiuNkY
SKIPPY
PEANUT
0/
JAR •
BUTTER

•S.

•

191111•99....wwww.-.0F."1.12
.1111•1
1111)`'Zibill.01.111-_
411

good they Sal.. Fen

JANE

I

Kos pm. 444thout

..upon.
LIAM I cour.,n cer
,utt,,meT.

I''

home. 12
new. Phone !

44S•900

CHARMIN A
TISSUE U rin'n

PARKER

CHERRY PIE

AP

1?IciCSISNAini9
TOTAL
CEREAL

APSaar'
AP VXMVIc1ricQQ(1 AP

FIESTA DEL1

2/69t

Still 111151.1f. •
FlIna

TAIL (17 02.)FRUIT CO
STEWED TOMATOES 136 Oil-PINEAPPLE GRAPEFRUIT DRINK
(4602 -PINEALORG
DRINK 146 02 I

••

Sttt
,•. I

TOMATO JUICE ((4602 I- .
BARTLETT PEAR HALVES 116 OZ./ '
SLICED or CRUSHED PINEAPPLE
(200Z)

AP 4'9ProN06t,

FO

,
4

CHASE &
••
SANBORN..
. 1.114'
COFFEE
••••••••4•110.

-*4*-- AP •

BELTONE
hearing aid hi
hearing aids.'
HAY FOR sal
see Otto Chat
Grove. TWO END ti
$20.00. Queen
and mattress,
8006.
It
REGI
puppies. Phor.

79(/ • 1.Y it tie 1 eAp

„1 00_
3-foR 894 . 34

Limes Ce..944.••

•

9

4 ROLL
PKG.

49t

I onyll 1 i 'upon Pm lusloree

t'good

Tvici-tkpitc

8,1G

0111‘04

(;...d•ALP Stores only

11w.

12 x 55 MO
bedrooms. Ga
7270 after 4:30

A/0
r t4
•Ito

;Tea........

59(
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I

j

-t
SPECIAL SAVINGS
'
ON ALL DECORATOR ACCESSORIES
.

AP

5 LI.
4 OZ.
BOX

SPANDREL
Go.<I co,4*.ie,vt roth S0 1,1•111•41
deg SS WE

5 HP TILLI
-Briggs at7aOther models.
tgomery Wart
Murray, Keni
19fi6

(25( OFF)

CO P05 SAVE $2.00

N•vOr before hav
'
e
11 Outst5ncla-4,
repl9Cas of the °rid
••••Asured rnasterpt, e's
T—nri week yols.car• •
2 prints, Stu!'
CustOrn-CraI tri/- trr••••, -1 d
Orator Arc'erg,
too
yOdPS no -it satt.,

SL-5 REMIN(
Phone 492-8814

GAIN

"

.111,1 I elk.

-Yette-eetrper•-irxi-1es. rrcue
+04'5

CtOud Al ALP rood 'tt• le,
PLO& PflAd.•ethoof Loupon

qinai•

'

PLATTER SLICED

t ft Pk,

Israeli-0)ked

COFFEE TA
matching end
,with formica
dition. Phone
p.m.

e
*•

Orange bio tin.

-.ONO

_Ilk Ilk AI

LB.
BAG

SPOTS before
new carpet-r
Blue Lustre
shampooer $'
'Home of The

CELLO

(.11J1.10.4 VALUE 12,10 rn ig

FORTIFIED ISRAEL15--Israeli Soldiers stand in front of
l-- Their furtifixotion atpngside Ifie 5iiez Can
fhf —
al at

REMOVE CA
spots; fluff be:
Blue Lustre.
$1.00 Big K.

(132 SIZE)

LB.
BAG

21105 Y 01 II,',
co0.11 •I AlLP SIVOlf only
good Ihrk. Sal., Feh I
Keg. price •Atleflell.coupon

111611 • 1944
Ainerberin Newspaper EAillur
V.oh Maurer Prize In 1923 For

•

10 LB BAG

JUICY SWEET

MAZOLA
MARGARINE

Alk

ELICIOUS

WHITE

Feb. 10
•

ruing

RED or GOLDEN

LB

„,, ill

WIILIAM A. WHITE

12 x 12 W001
heater extra g
Pho
12:00 noon.

WASHINGTON STATE

12 1//

Barawirre of

254

Corr(11S-

nionssa

--

2 LB BAG

CELLO

ARM Ii)
,R ENGLISH CUT

POSINL HISONJJTIES

EJitorisl

•

If

AP

II RI wIIPw Ver

FEB. 13

65'

LB

i
f

MOBILE Hi
Broad cover
Check with
surance be
Galloway Ins
Estate Agency
5842.

CHUCK STEAK

A

1,

AKC IRISH
Poodles and
Chinchilla fro
$35.00 each am

THRU SAT..

-

-41I .
,..L,',..__:
..f

FOI

PRICES GOOD

.11,1

Winedrinking
;on upswing

le &Ws

Central !

,SAVINGS AND THE MOST
, FOR YOUR MONEY! Art

FOR PEET'S SAKE!—Charles Peet is at the helm and his wife Marty (right)
partakes
champagne as the San Francisco restaurateur sets sail aboard the yawl
Santana
on an 18-month around-the-world cruise. Accompanying them are Jim
Leech and
his friend Ruth Kiskaddon. The vessel once was owned by Humphrey
Bogart.

UN Should Help the
Overdeveloped Areas?

TV

COPFERTOl
refrigerator. 1
Phone 485-2851

89c
•••••11

51111 11111, 1 111.1.0N
'-'.J Au LAP Slop,
Only
• ! 110.2 Sol. let-. I

•

•:.
I
cif

rent-

_
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Where it goes...

Where it comes from...
SOCIAL
INSURANCE
TAXES

INDIVIDUAL
INCOME
TAXES

HUMAN
RESOURCES

NATIONAL
DEFENSE

•-••••

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

GOOD USED COLOR TVs AND BLACK AND
WHITE PORTABLES

TV SERVICE CENTER
Phone 753-5865
Central Shopping Center Murray, Kentucky
NOTICE

NEEDED: THREE women for
full or part time counseling
AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy ELECTROLUX SALF-S & qer- service. Excellent earnings with
Poodles and three herds of vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M. Vanda
Beauty
Counselor
Chinchilla from certified stock. Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Cosmetics. Phone 753-1711. FlOC
March 5C
$35.00 each animal. 753-1862.
mington, Kentucky.
February 26C
GOOD OPPORTUNITY for
ambitious man, must have panel
e.
Insuranc
MOBILE HOME
truck or van. Phone 753-7418 for
Broad coverage. Low rates.
• IFTI
appointmentCheck with 68 for all your Inbuy.
you
before
surance
Galloway Insurance and Real
day shift,
Per PREPARTION LADY,person
Room
Estate Agency, phone 753at
full time. Apply in
March4C Benefit " Day
5842.
FlOC
Jerry's Restaurant.

HOSPITAL
INSITHICE
mn

Free lntormation

ELLMcCONN
-

12 x 12 WOOL rug, 220 electric
heater extra good,set of good bed
springs. Phone -- 753-5244 • after
FlOP
12:00 noon.

Insurance
Agency

420

BY OWNER: Four bedroom
ARE YOU a well-known and FURNISHFO GROUND floor brick
house, 1612 Loch Lomond
and
rooms
respected lady in Murray apartment. Three
Drive, one block South of
desiring profitable, part-time bath, near court square. Phone
TFC Robertson School on quiet deadactivity" If so, we can offer you a 753-8175.
end street. Large paneled family
great opportunity with no inroom, birch kitchen with builtvestment. Must have car FURNISHED STUDIO and two ins, Pz
baths, central, heat and
ed
establish
service
available to
bedroom apartments. Zim- air, fully „carpeted, completely
accounts on unusually high merman Apartinents, South 111th
redecorated. Two stall garage
commission basis, welcoming Street. Phone 7534609.
Fl2C and 2.5'X 30 patio with brick wall.
ws
and
Intervie
rs.
newcome
Reason for selling, building next
training in Murray. If interested,
door. $29,500. Call 753-7683 for
call: 502-842-5566, or write: FURNISHED APARTMENT,
F12P
appointment
Community Greeting Service, P. Married couples. Close to
anytime.
753-8996
Phone
campus.
0. Box 1092, Bowling Green,
FlOP
LOST & FOUND
FlOC
Kentucky 42101.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

753-4191

50
OTHER
BORROWING
OTHER 541.'

TRAILER, EXTRA nice, fully
carpeted, two bedrooms, electric
SEMI DRIVERS
heat, air conditioned, color TV
i Experience not necessary) extra nice furniture. Suitable for
couple and one child. Rent 8100.00
-Can earn $4.50 per hair and it monthly. fletrerence and deptisit
after short training for local and required. Phone 753-7358, after
overAhe-road hauling. For a 4rO9p.m.
TFC
•
plication write,Nation Wide Semi
Division, 171 New Circle Rd., N. NICE FURNISHED one and two
E., Lexington, Ky. 40505 or call bedroom apartments, couples
606-299-6912, after 5 p.m. -25:- only. May be seen at Kelly's Pest
FlOC Control, located 100 South 13th
3484.
F11C
Street.

PHYSICAL
RESOURCES

1972, which begins July 1 this
PRESIDENT NIXON'S $229.2 billion budget for fiscal
outgo.
year, breaks down this way, dollar income and dollar

Home electricity
in Singapore
SINGAPORE(UPI)- Every
home in this island republic
will have been supplied with
electricity by the end of 1973.
At present, electricity is
limited to municipal and a few
rural areas. About 180 square
miles of the 225-8quare-mile
island are considered rural.

Ford Plans Toll-free--Phone
Service To Kentucky Capital

take the inFRANKFORT, KY.-Lt, Gov. them, who will
in touch with
get
and
n
formatio
Wendell Ford says he will, if
and get the
elected governor, initiate a toll- the right state agency
the citizen
answers
the
or
action
whereby
service
free telephone
Kentuckians will have free and needs,"
immediate access to his office or "MY initial investigation
any other department in state shows that immediate, direct
government.
handling of citizen inquires by
"When I become governor, I toll-free phone will actually cost
will arrange with he phone the state treasury less than
company for any citizen in recent administrations have
Kentucky to be able to call the
spent to do a.less-efficient job,"
governor's office without paying Ford said.41*i% 111
in
said
Ford
call,"
for the
He. was critical of elected ofremarks prepared for delivery to
who "stay so remote a
ficials
/
100
;
44
a'
a regional "Beans for Bucks" taxpayer can't find them with
•00.
,41
Ky.
,
Columbia
at
dinner
radar."
•
"Call it Dial-a-Governor, call it
the People's Phone, call it what "Kentucky doesn't need a man
you wish (you can call it Hello, who suddenly tries to go "to the
Wendell or Ford's Phone), but we people' as a candidate; Kentucky
are going to have direct, free needs a man who stays with the
people
the
access from
people," Ford said, adding, "a
everywhere in this state to the while back a friend told me,'you
"I
governor's office," he said.
can expect so-and-so to run for
am going to stay accessible to office) he sold his Chrysler
the people, and this is one of the Imperial this week and bought a
ways I'll do it."
Chevrolet.'"
If they don't need him per"You know that,-'as state
sonally, Ford said the service senator and as lieutenant
would be Useful for reaching any governor. I have been accessible
department of state
other
t
f
to the people," Ford said. "I've
government to handle problems been to your communities; many
or supply information
of you have been to my office, and
"If they have a problem related that's the way I like it."
to state government, don't need
"I make one pledge to you
the governor," he said,"but don't tonight: When I am governor, I
it-4!
know what state office they do won't hide behind a wall. I won't
TEACHER BEATEN-Terrence Elman, a teacher at Clinneed, they can dial the toll-free barricade
behind
myself
ton Place Junior High School in Newark, N.J., talks to
phone and I'll have someone bureaucracy," Ford added.
neWsmen outside the teachers union headquarters after
there who will know how to help
being attacleeci- by a band of 25 black youths. Several
.
other white and black teachers also were attacked

REMOVE CARPET paths and
spots: fluff beaten down nap with MODERN TWO bedrdom house,
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer electric heat and hardwpod floors
F13C with two acres of land. Two miles
$1.00 Big K.
from Murray. Will trade for
SPOTS before your eyes-on your house trailer and someone take
new carpet-remove them with over payments of $50.00 monthly.
F12C
Blue Lustre. Rent electric Phone 753-8418.
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
SERVICES OFFERED,
12x50 HOUSE trailer, near
'Home of The Wishing Well."
WANTED: YOUR green stamp
FlOC books to trade for my treasure
University. Furnished.-Phone
Fl6C
stamp books. Phone 753-8476 FOR ALL your home alterations, 753-3895 or 753-3482.
ng,
or
new
etc.,
two
remodeli
repairs,
FOC
-,and
TABLE
COFFEE
after 5:00p.m.
_ skFiee estimates. Call 753-6123. ONE ROOM for college bo
_
matching end tables. Mahogany,
February 15NC Frtviitetiitrance. Phone 753- 1
with formica tops. Good con- STII,L-Olit strike after
-ei 44,
I
dition. Phone 753-6030 after 5:00 months. Tearhatcrt Wel numi
or
at
FlONC
,
in
my
home
Kintiicky
typing
DO
WILL
p.m.
236, Paducah,
experie •. FURNISHED UPSTARIS one
office,
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc. your
FIZC stenographer. Phone 781-8104 bedroom apartment, air COD.
TIMOTHY HAY and mixed hay. Murray, Kentucky.
F11C ditioned. Water and cablevision
after 330 p.m.
Contact Thurston Furches at 435FlOP
5131.
furnished. Couple preferred.
amanomniewiimie8111 ANYONE,,INTERESTED in Phone 753-6850 after 5:00p in.
rim
I, taking advanced bridge phone Fl2C
ATTENTION BOYS!!
1968 BSA Motorcycle, 250 cc, 2500 I
F11C
Traey'753-4602.
miles. Call 753-7342 after 4 p.m.
&
LEDGER
I ....The
NICE NEWLY decorated brick
F20C
TIMES is now taking aphome, fully carpeted, electric
HING.
carrier
URE
REFINIS
FURNIT
:plications for
heat, air conditioned. Carport,
18 FT. CABIN Cruiser, no motar I routes. In order to update
All work guaranteed. Free
fenced back yard. Welt PEANUTS
large
OF
or trailer. $175.00 Phone 753-5252.
-Ns/ WANT ANOTHER ONE
pickup and delivery. Free
our files, boys who placed
located. Available March 1st.
SCIENCE PROJECT THINS5
THOSE
FlOC
or
natural'
Antique
three
over
estimate.
on
an applicati
AT SCI4XL 60T AMY IDEA5 ?
Phone 753-6425 days or 7534962
finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
months ago should come to
NO, ON'T TELL ME. I HAVE TO
F12C
nights.
February 20 NC
LADIES DRESSES, pant dresses I the office and reapply.
WORK -NIS OUT /NY5E1-E..
and suits. Sizes range from 10 to
Several routes are now
EAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee
File
12. Phone 753-7,511.
2 open and will be filled
_
Apartment, 2 bedroom, living
immediately.
oom, kitchen, utility, and bath.
Appl in person to:
FRIGIDAIRE, LIKE new. I
arpeted. Air Conditioned DishBUY
TO
new.
like
WANTED
Tappan gas range, also
washer, refrigerator, stove,
Westinghouse window air congarbage disposal. Across from
ditioning unit. Odds and ends of
Nancy
or more acres Westview Nursing Horne on
one
buy
TO
WANT
estate.
an
furniture. To settle
to South 16th St. Phone 7534974
close
East,
94
Highway
on
Fl1C
Phone 753-3230.
WELL, WHEN
Fl2C
Kentucky Lake. Write P. 0. Box
YOU 'PUT IT '
giving
42071,
Ky.,
664, Murray
AUNT FRITZ,, DID ),
SL-5 REMINGTON chain saw.
BACK IN.
F16P
price, acreage, etc.
FIIC
YOU USE OUR NEW
Phone 492-8614.
THE
AUTOS FOR SALE
NG
ELECTRIC CARVI
DRAWER --posts
locust
BUY
WANT TO
5 HP TILLER, powered by
ne 459-JU.
-Brigrs-iira Stratton, Siei.92.
GOOD '61 VW with new '65
Other models available. .Mon- AS OF February 8, 1971 I am no
engine. Dependable cheap
tgomery Ward, 510 Main Street, longer responsible for any debts
standing
transportation, mechanic apand
-logs
YES\
WANT TO buy;
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- other than my own
lumber proved. $475 or best offer Call
sale
for
have
Also
timber.
F15C
1966.
FIDC
Saw Mill 753-3768.
and sawdust. Murray
Billie Raspberry
753-4147.
Phone
Co.
and Lumber
12 x 55 MOBILE home, two
TFC
1970 FORD Country Squire, like
bedrooms. Gas heat. Phone 753new. Nine months old. Phone 7677270after 4:30p.m.
NOTICE
NOTICE
Fl2P
4006.
als

I
I

I
I

INTEREST

EXCISE TAXES

EXTRA NICE one bedroom'LOST:
brown
SMALL
furnished apartment, taa block Dachshund, stocky, part of one
from University campus. $9810 ear missing. Lost in vicinity of
per month. Couples only. Phone Cherry Corner. Answers to name
FI3C of Bebe. Please call 753-2676 if
753-9135 or 753-4478.
TFC
found.
NICELY FURNISHED apartment, paneled, carpeted, wasbar LOST:
BLACK and white
and dryer connections, built708. Schnauzer, answers to name of
Excellent location. Phone 753- Konig Kurnig), if found phone
ELOC 753-7931. 7
1105Iafter S:00
F11C
HOUSE FOR Rent, Lynn Grove.
F13NC
Phone 753-7850.

Cs P
INCOME
TAXES

/

1

A SCINCE PROJECT 15(I4&
6000 if Al CO IT COPAPLUE-L,/
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- *
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Ted Delaney I
Circulation
I
1
Manager
103 N. 4th St.
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The

TWO:BEDROOM 1969 Mobile
home. 12 X 50, Carpeted. Like
new. Phone 753-4616. after 4:00
Fl1C
P.m.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Durgs. ITC

DISTRIBUTED
EXCLUSIVELY

COPPERTONE STOVE and
refrigerator. Excellent condition.
F16C
Phone 489-231.

DEEP-CLEAT

Ste._
0.6..lowt.K.:••• AMI

•

SNOW TIRE
WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL:.

I. •

WANTED TO RENT or lease:
either a 2 story house or a 1 story
house with basement. Must be in
good condition, Large rooms
preferable, with yard space
highly desirable, in or near city
limits of Murray. call 753-8658 or
TFC
753-4646
(1.114)
WASHINGTON
The first building code in the
United States dateS back to
to 11141
_lenge, official publication of
the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. It
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MY BROTHER and I would like
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Grove or Coldwater district.
Phone 435-5501 or 435-4592. Fl5C
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.1957 GMC TRUCK. 1963
Chevrolet Impala four door.
Cheap. Can be seen at 512 Rear
FI1P
South 12th.

by

HAY FOR sale. Phone 435-4042 or
see Otto Chester, Lynn
Fl2P
Grove.
TWO END tables, coffee table,
$20.00. Queen size box springs
and mattress, $35.00. Phone 7538006.
Fl2C
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Astronauts..

- Earthquake Death Toll...
Billy. Graham
Oiei
Feature
Of Youth Week

Two Collisions Are
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Five Diemn
Fire At Crab
Orchard Today
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7nee3tile College Tuesday the stacked up rubble of three
Shepard, 47, the veteran of
night. "I think some of these and four story hospital buildAmerica's first manned spacefSouthern California problems- ings under arc lights, but
light, "You give all of us older
the floods and fires they've had chances...0 finding survivors Two traffic collisions were
fellows some hope."
-are environmental disasters, among
- patients and investigated by the Murray
A Billy Graham dramatic film
Ky.
ORCHARD,
AB
-et
Flight Most Productive
people-caused." staff members dimmed. About Police Department on Tuesday
the
"Shadow
of
ntitled
Apollo 14 will go down in the
In Washington, Sen. Alan 25 persons were unaccounted ;Doming. No injuries were listed ( UPI)-Five persons, including
omerang" will be shown
two young adults who have been
books as the most scientifically
Cranston, D-Calif., said he fur
on the reports filed by the officers invalids since birth, died in a fire
productive flight man has made *night (Wednesday) at 6:30 at would press for a full congres- Newsmen saw
on
wrecks
the
slick
streets
one
trapped of the
rial Baptist Church, Main
in a rambling two-story frame
in space.
sional investigation of the VA occupant of
the
hospital, and parking lots.
home near here today, but seven
Shepard, Roosa and Mitchell d Tenth Streets, Murray.
hospital collapse.
apparently dead, wedged in
Cars involved in the collision at
ninety-five
minute
made a bullseye splashdown This
Working all night under the between the rubble. Another 7:46 am. were a 1970 Chevrolet other persons escaped.
The victims were identified as
Tuesday and were picked up by roduction was filmed in glare of searchlights, rescue
man was found alive and Chevelle driven by Pamela A.
Mrs. Jane Hampton,65, a widow
this helicopters carrier in one Australia and stars Georgia Lee workers at the VA hospital
unscathed inside a closet.
Maggine of Belleville, Iii., and a
and owner of the house; her two
of the smoothest astronaut and Dick Jones. It is an outdoor were "going through three
action drama with all the ex- complete floors of compressed Telephone, electrical and gas 1963 Chevrolet two door driven by invalid children, George, 24, and
recoveries ever made.
1615
W.
services were restored slowly Lloyd Allen Hasty of
Ruby, 36, and two cousins, Sarah
They will remain in quaran- citement and breath-taking concrete rubble," a fire departin quake-shaken areas. Las Olive, Murray.
Treadway, 55, and Rosie
tine until Feb. 26, in case they scope of Australia's vast cattle ment spokesman said.
said the Maggine car,
Police
Angeles
city's
600,000
school
Treadway, 16.
are carrying alien germs from country as a backdrop for a story
Some persons were pulled out children were told to stay home was going south on South ilth
which presents many valuable
Escaping the blaze, which
the - moon.
-badly injured but still alive- again today while staff mem- Street, when the driver lost
broke out at 4 a.m. (EST) in
Quarantine restrictions, lessons.
after
up
car
due
to
the
ice
to
14
hours
buried
in
damage.
of
the
bers
examined
control
temperatures two degrees above
however, have been relaxed "Shadow of the Boomerang", the
rubble.
At least 427 buildings in the and snow and collided with the
zero, were Mrs. Hampton's son,
somewhat to permit, thak three has been brought to Murray for
At the badly damaged Van city sustained some sort of Hasty car parked head south on
leave
Bud, his wife and three children,
stronauts to
their Youth Week being observed by
Norman Dam two miles away, damage, 42 of them seriously South 8th Street.
aged seven, four and two.
isolation trainer briefly Thurs- Memorial Church. All youth of
disaster
workers
frantically
force
the
Maggine
car
enough
to
to
Damage,
evacuation.
Two unidentified friends also
day to fly by helicopter to Pago he area, and other interested
pumped out water and said Bricks and plaster rained on was on the right head light and
Pago, Samoa. There they will persons are invited to this special
escaped from the blazing home.
they were hopeful the dam the streets and the sidewalks of bumper, and to the Hasty car on
Wimberly, of
Buford Burchett, of the Decorated For Heroism-Sgt. Michael S. (Steve)
switch to another .quarantine showing. Admission is free.
would hold barring a strong Hollywood and other shopping the left rear panel and bumper.
Wimberly of South 13th
van in an Air Force jet Other special activities during new
Standford Police Department, Paris, Tennessee, the grandson of J. 0.
tremble.
areas were littered with glass
The Regents Hall dormitory
his Army post in
transport and fly directly to the Youth Week at Memorial insaid those who escaped were St., Murray, bears a mustache and rifle at
Police
told
all
residents
of
an
parking
lot at Murray State
from
broken
windows.
Tall
Manned Spacecraft Center in clude: Friday, 9:30-10:30, after
barefooted and wearing only liertaam.
18-square-mile area below the buildings swayed but no serious University was the scene of the
Houston, arriving there at 1:30 game fellowship in church
night clothing.
11:33 a.m.
basement with Murray High dam to stay out at least until damage was found in high-rise other collision at
a.m. EST Friday.
_Burchett ...said the blaze is
tonight and possibly longer.
Involved were a 1962 Ford two
buildings.
believed to have started either
Half of the astronauts' 96 basketball team as special inThe entire 6,700-man Los Twelve highway overpasses door owned by Murray State
from an overheated stove or open
pounds of rocks and soil vited guests; Saturday, 5:30 Angeles
police force was collapsed onto freeways. One University and driven by Orlan
Valentine
Banquet
with
p.m.,
fireplace.
samples are headed to the
mobilized
on
12-hour
Lynn
Grove
Route
shifts to killed two men, crushing their
Hurt of
The Crab Orchard Fire
space center ahead of them, poet Tom Perkins as speaker; patrol deserted streets below pickup truck. Four
main One, and a 1968 Dodge two door
Department and Lincoln County
due to arrive at the Lunar Sunday,9:40 and 10:50 a.m. youth the dam, which was cracked arteries were closed,
owned
by
A.
M.
Paul,
Princeton,
including
Rescue Squad said the blaze had
Receiving Laboratory at 5:30 eachers in all classes, youth with fissures up , j8 inches freeways..linkiac
The grandson of J. 0. Wirn- diligence and devotion to duty are
Nevagill7 .and driven by_lcihnny. RarMiller
is, and sermea. by Larrya.
hit
much headway by.the time le
am
-'p.m: Thai saar-The rest of
-KY
, •Sriutfi -Thirteenth &Fee, in- -keeping
Saugus and Palmdale-Lancaster of.Princeton. rescue those in Murray has been awarded the traditions of the military service,
they
arrived,
to
Apollo 14's treasure will arrive Nichols; Sunday, 5:30 p.m., youth
Chief Edward M. Davis said centers of the Antelope Valley
Police said Hurt was going
training program and joint
with the astronauts.
Army Commendation Medal for and reflects great credit upon
he asked Gov. Ronald Reagan with metropolitan Los Angeles. north on the parking lot and the blazing home.
devotional
meeting
with
the
New
himself, his unit and the United
Scientists eagerly waited the
in South Viet Nam.
heroism
to call out
00 National The heavily traveled San Miller came from the west
States Army."
first samples. A preliminary Direction; Sunday, 6:30 p.m., Guardsmen to guard against Diego Freeway was
Wimberly,
son
Michael
S.
Sgt.
closed to parlugg lane and turned north.
examination inside the vaccum The New Direction singing group looters but Reagan refused. Ten northbound traffic
of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Wimberly
in the San Neither car could stop due to the
from
Benton
Churches
presenchambers of the laboratory
of 166 Garland Ave., Paris,
National Guard units were Fernando
Valley
and
the snow and ice and the collision
ting
the
program.
should tell whether the samples
Tennessee, was decorated for
placed on "alert," however.
Golden Gate Freeway was shut occurred, according to the police
are similar in makeup to the
heroism displayed Nov. 5, 1970,
II Persons Arrested
down in the area of Van report.
122 pounds returned by the
From The
when his unit was engaged in
"We have virtually stopped Norman Dam.
- Damage to the Ford was on the
missions of Apollos 11 and 12 in
combat.
police work in the city," Davis The 'quake was the worst in left rear side,and to the Dodge on
1969.
His citation read in part:
said. He said 11 persons had California since the 1933 Long the right side.
One)
Geologists hope Apollo 14's (Continued From Page
"Disregarding
his own safety,
been
arrested
for
looting
Beach
earthquake,
which
took
samples are different and that ince the school is already too already.
Bitter cold poured over most of he-Fourageously exposed himself
120 lives.
(Reg. US. Pat. Off.)
they represent pieces of the small for the number of students
he eastern haff of the nation to the dangers inherent in in the By United Press International
The dam appeared to be
original lunar crust. If they do, attending. Classes are being held holding as rescue workers
oday, dipping far into Florida combat environment as he MISSION
HILLS, Calif.they should be at least one in the gymnasium and the school frantically pumped the lake
d sending thermometers into a directed his efforts toward Robert Derby speaking about
out,
billion years older than the lobby.
nosedive across New England. neutralizing the enemy threat. the California earthquake which
into a sister lake and then into
Opponents of the tax issue
Apollo 11 and 12 samples.
In many areas of the Nor- His valiant actions were shook his house:
the Los Angeles River.
Cadiz
21,
of
Tyler,
age
James
nave maintained that the tax is
Astronauts Prove Worth
thwest,
the cold air crusted deep characterized by a great concern "It knocked me back in bed.
Many of the residents ot the
Route Five was injured in a one
George
M. Low, acting riot needed and that it would
mantles of snow accumulated for the welfare of his comrades It was a violent shakingarea-a
flatland
covered
with
about
night
accident
last
car
administrator of the National cause a hardship on elderly
• 11:30 about one mile west of Lynn during a sotrm Tuesday. On the and contributed materially to the enough so I couldn't stand up.
neat checkboards of ranch-style
Aeronautics and Space Admi- people.
West Coast, Washington state successful accomplishment of When I finally got up and into
U. S. District Judge Rhodes Grove on State Wtghway 94.
voluntarily moved
homes-and
nistration (NASA), said the The School Board has pointed
was declared a major disaster the United States' mission in the the hallway the kids ran up and
But I Bratcher Tuesday continued a
during
the
afternoon.
out
back
for
a
treated
Tayler
was
astronauts proved the worth of out that Calloway County School
after the sun set, some started emporary restraining order ii-jury and abrasions to the legs area because of heavy flooding Republic of Vietnam. His loyalty, were clinging to me. I told
man in space-"that man can DkistriCt has the lowest school tax returning and police changed netting further prosecution in the
lurk! hands 'ist the emergency caused by melting snow.
them there was nothing
achieve the objectives well rate of any district in the Pur- their evacuation warnings to a case of a *vie film confiscated
room of the Murray-Calloway Zero-degree weather reached
worry about. We just stayed in
beyond the capabilities of any chase. Calloway County does mandatory order.
Dec. 13 in Murray on grounds of County Hospital at 12:45 this as far south as Tennessee by
the
house and waited it out.'
utility
tax,
however
have
a
machine that has yet to be
Police patrolled the area to obscenity.
morning, according to hospital early this morning. The high
Murray City Schools also have
devised."
ordered
the
film,
Bratcher
Tampa,
Fla.,
temperature in
prevent looting'. The evacuated
officials.
ABOARD USS NEW ORShepard's wife, Louise, said he tax and Paducah and Mar- families stayed with friends
he Notorious Cleopatra," Kentucky State Trooper Tuesday was a nippy 48 and
Alan B.
I.F.ANS-Commander
occupational
shall
County
have
"dedication,
perher husband's
Funeral services for Buford T. Shepard after the Apollo 14
and relatives or camped at confiscated from the Cheri Charles Stephenson was called at Nashville, Tenn., set a record for
taxes.
sistence and self-discipline"
emergency centers ,set up at Theater in Murray, to remain in 1:30 this morning to come to the Feb. 9 with a reading of 5 below. McCuiston have been scheduled splashdown in the Pacific:
helped him reach the moon The effort of the School Board schools and churches: .
custody of the Calloway County scene to file an accident report. Cold wave warnings were in for Thursday at two p.m. at the "We had a terrific flight. It's
after waiting 10 years from his was aimed at getting the tax rate
Work crews used pumps and ('our . The original restraining
Stephenson said Tyler, driving effect in New England as tem- chapel of the Blalock-Coleman been just super all the way
more in line with the Murray city
first space flight.
spillways to lower the level of order was granted Jan. 21 at the a 1968 Tempest, was going east on peratures dropped 30 to 40 Funeral Home with Bro. Billy around. We had a lot of fun.
- Mrs. Joan Roosa watched the schools, also to raise funds to lower Van -Norman Lake, a' request of the Murray Theaters, Highway 94 when
he lost control degrees. Further west, Pitt- Gallimore and Bro. John Dale We've had some problems, butt
splashdown on television and provide a better education for man-made reservoir behind the Inc.' owner of The Cheri, and
sburgh expected readings of 5 officiating.
car,
ran
_do_ript. think thPre'i any
the
ofLog_tbe
south
-said of her husband, "That's 40 • y children. as well as to 60-year-old dam. The 'qua e
WW1 Wilr be Max McSriencei, an employee o side of the road, hit a fence, .•low, conTaTed with 20 MITS
question about it for me. The
plants.
,
improve
physical
the most handsome- gam I've
ripped an 18-inch crack in the the company.
turned over, and then hit a West hour winds to produce a chill Cuiston, Alvin McCuiston, Owen most thrilling moment is right
Voters in the county had been
ever seen."
Tucker, Milton Williams, Robert now, net only because we're
The judge said it appeared that Kentucky
thin cislc etc shell which
Electric factor of 35 below zero.
Rural
There was cheering, tee, at asked to vote a-thirteen mg tax protected the earthfill structure slate Detective Joe Hill may have Cooperative Corporation utility The cold winds swept acroaS a Williams, and Frank Little.
back from thee grip of the
the Mitchell home near the on each $100 valuation of from waves, and water started violated the rights of Spencer and
10-inch blanket of snow that hit Burial will be in the New
pole.
moon, but because I'm going
building
tax
only
Manned Spacecraft Center in property for a
the theater company by 'im- Tyler was thrown out of the car the Pittsburgh area Monday Concord Cemetery with the back home."
leaking out.
Houston. "It's very easy to for the Calloway County Schools. "What we're worried about proper seizure" of the film. On
night
and
Tuesday
morning.
That
arrangements
by
the
Blalockduring the collision. He was able
smile today," said Mrs. Louise The revenue from the tax would now is another severe 'quake," the other hand, Bratcher said the
get a ride back to Tri City to snow, cold temperatures and a Coleman Funeral Home where
to
WASHINGTON - President
erection
of
two
new
go
toward
the
Mitchell. "It just comes sp
said John G. Cowan, assistant company and Spencer had failed the home of his girl friend who 10-day strike by city workers friends may call.
Nixon commenting on the
elementary schools in the county
natural."
have
delayed
refuse
collections
in
68,
died
McCuiston,
age
to
that
demonstate
"irreparable
general manager of the city
then took him to the hospital for
Vietnam War for the first time
"It's sure nice to be home and the upgrading of Calloway Water and Power Dpartment. harm" would be done them if the
treatment, Stephenson said. The some parts of the city oft up to Tuesday at 5:30 a.m. at Lourdes since South Vietnamese troops
again," Shepard said after he County High School.
Hospital, Paducah. He was a
"If that happens, the whole injunction were not granted.
car was completely demolished two months.
moved into Laos:
transferred from the twin-jet The two new elementary thing could come apart."
Bratcher denied another and was towed in by Tabers Sub zero cold also kept eight to former resident of New Concord
"I am proud of what we have
helicopter that plucked him schools would reigiace the six
10
inches
of
snow
on
the
ground
in
but
had
been
a
resident
of
by
the
plaintiffs
request
that a Wrecker Service.
VA Hospital Collapses
been able to do in the wars that
from the bobbing command elementary centers, Almo
Paducah for many years. He was
Two miles to the east lay the three-judge court be named to
Trooper Stephenson said in- parts of Indiana.
we have fought and the one w(
module Kitty HKawk to the Faxon, Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn collapsed wreckage of the San hear arguments that the KenTyler was Ocassional light snow and a retired employee of the Illinois are bringing to an end as far as
that
were
dications
Grove, and New Concord. These
flag-draped quanrantine van.
areas
from
the
flurries
peppered
Central
Railroad
and
was
an
obscenity
law
tucky
is
onFernando Veterans Hospital,
traveling at a high rate of speed
we are concerned."
"We had a terrific flight. It's buildings are in run down con- where at least 18 died and the constitutional. He said a threewhen the accident occurred. Mississippi Valley to the Nor- Army veteran of World War II.
• bees, -just super all the way 'lion due to the lack of funds to groans of the trapped and dying judge court in the -Eastern
The deceased was born March
Taylor told Stephenson be was thwest
HOI.I.YWOOD-Actor Jimmy
around. We had a lot of fun. upgrade them. The PTA and drifted up to firemen who District of Kentucky already has
visiting his Cold wave warnings were in 1, 1902, in Henry County, Tenn., Durante on his 78th birthday .
after
Cadiz
enroute
to
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effect
for
Northeast
New
Yor
Vpheiti
,Wa
paroLL-wertAbe
TfinItirany-rnalfrintrhnles
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Great Decisions

Vietnam Laos and Cambodia: Which Way to Peace and When?
By STEWART HENSLEY
Chief UPI Diplomatic Reporter
WASHINGTON (UPI I—President Nixon, while pleased with
the progress so far of his
Vietnarnization program, badly
needs a breakthrough on the
diplomatic front between now

and mid-1972.
The U.S. troop withdrawal
program is proceeding on
schedule to the accompaniment
of administration acclaim over
prospects for getting out of the
war. Nevertheless, the President still faces tough decisions
in Southeast Asia and there is
no doubt he recognizes this.
The decisions he must make
have to do with the manner in
which the United States finally
liquidates its Vietnamese adventure and what it leaves
behind in an area that now is
31agued by a wider war than
txisted at the time, of American
.ntervention.
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Apart Most administration Officials
from the great military and acknowledge that a peace
political problems that compli- agreement, backed by some
cate any settlement of the form of international guaVietnam War, there is the rantees, offers the only real
problem of the attitudes of prospect for giving the South
VietnaMese the_right
Vietnam's Amu „paaple.
For one thing, there is no mine their own future, which is
single political leader in South what the war has been all
Vietnam who can claim the about.
allegiance of even a bare Vietnamization—The process
of gradually withdrawing Amermajority of the populatior.
Further, there are deep ican troops as South Vietnareligious and cultural divisions mese attain the Capability to
within the country that work replace them—is not a solution
against the building of any real in Vietnam or Southeast Asia in
general. ,
sense of national entity.
The peasantry, who comprise Formula for Disengagement
It is simply a formula for
about 70 per cent of South
Vietnam's • population, have U.S. disengagement, hopefully
little identity with the national under conditions that will leave
government in Saigon. They the Saigon government with a
tend to be politically passive, fighting chance for survival in
uninterested in ideologies and the midst of chaos.
who is running what so long as Complete withdrawal of U.S.
forces cannot be contemplated
they are left to themselves.
Many objective observers see until and unless a way is round
this as one of the greatest to induce Hanoi and the Viet
obstacles to establishing a Cong to talk peace on terms
democratic regime—that the somewhat acceptable to the
peasants seem willing to live United States and South Vietunder any regime, be it nam. This in turn involves
Communist, democratic or any- decisions as to whether the
• thing else, -that will just permit United States, which maintains
them to till their fields and President Nguyen Van Thieu in
power, should insist that he
raise their families.

Attitude Of
Vietnamese
Is Problem

it-- -

Li

to

In

discuss with the Viet Cong
some form of interim coalition
government. So far tte has
flatly refused to do this and
Nixon has backed him up.
The situation also could be
altered if some South Vietnamese leader such as Gen.
Duong Van Minh, who held
office briefly in 1963, is able to
regain power in the proposed
September, 1971, elections.
The Communists have said
they would be willing to
negotiate with Minh, who is
trying to put together a
coalition of anti-Communist
leaders to oust Thieu in
September. However, in South

Vietnam the army comprise&
the only cohesive political force
And there is no evidence at this
point that it is prepared
desert Thieu for Minh.
Some analysts have concluded that Nixon's Vietriamization
program is simply a face-

saving cover behind which the without any help.
United States intends to pull all Whether and when Hanoi
its forces out of Vietnam and decides to negotiate on terms
leave it up to the Indochinese to acceptable to the Allies may
settle their own differences.
well be determined by events in
Conclusion Misleading
Southeast Asia outside VietBut this probably is mislead- nam.
inr. When the President ex- Hanoi is orchestrating the
plained his Vietnamization pro- war in Laos and Cambodia, as
EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the gram in detail on Nov. 3, 1969, well as Vietnam, from a new
first of eight weekly articles he -said
that final
U.S. headquarters and supply area
dealing with great decision- withdrawal would come only in Southern Laos where Hanoi
1971. in these articles wiled when the South Vietnamese has widened its area of
Press International reporters -become strong enough to conquest.
who are specialists in their defend their own freedom."
There are differing views as
fields will report on, and U.S. military officers and to whether the primary objecassess, great decisions facing pacification officials in the field tive of the buildup there is to
nations, their people and their say it will be four to five years strike eastward across the
leaders in the year ahead.
before Saigon can be expected northern part of South Vietnam
to handle its own defense or drive south into Cambodia,

Rate Of Withdrawal
Is 12,000 per Month
. WASHINGTON, UPI
President Nixon's program of
troop withdrawal from Vietnam, announced in June, 1969,
265,000 U.S. servicemen will
have been withdrawn by this
May 1.
Indications are that if the
program is maintained on
schedule thereafter, withdrawal
will continue at the rate of
about 12,000 men per month.
At some point in the process,
the President will have to
review the situation and determine the level below which U.S.
residual forces cannot be
reduced without imperilling the
existence of whatever government is in.power in Saigon.
To date, President Nixon has
refused to say flatly when he
expects all Americans to be out
of Indochina. Whenever that
may be, he and other top
officials have said, the last
American troops will not leave
Vietnam until all American
prisoners held by Hanoi and the
Viet Cong have been released.

MEKONG BRIDGE PRORKTED--Cambudian soldiers roll large barbed wire bui'ricacfrs onto a barke to Acement urourki iiNititlgebver the-Wham Riot:vat Phnom
Penh. ThcsC and smaller traps are being used to protect the bridge from siabotuge.

-

in an effort to outflank South "honorable" conclusion to the
American participation in the
Vietnam.
Congressional pressure has conflict—so long as the settleresulted in a prohibition against ment lasted.
the use of American ground (Next Week: The Middle East
forces in Cambodia to prop up conflict)
struggling
regime
the
of
Premier Lon Nol. South Vietnam has undertaken to help
Lon Nol at present and, amid
congressional controversy, the
United States has given heavy
air and logistical support.
A major assault by Hanoi,
which so far is estimated to
have used only about 8,000 of
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Presits more than 40,000 troops in
Cambodia, could drain strength ident Nixon sees his..Vietnamlfrom South Vietnam if the zation program as a logical
Saigon government tried to help outcome of the "Nixon docresist a major offensive in trine" which, as he defines it,
consists basically of these
Cambodia.
This, in turn, could delay the points:
— The United States will
ability of the South Vietnamese
take over total responsibility honor the commitments it has
-4Mt
i° ground cfeftrrise of tilFtr own doter existing-The United" States will
country.
Officials acknowledge that an supply military equipment and
international sponsored and advice to friendly nations
enforced peace agreement for threatened by their neighbors,
the area would be the most but will not supply troops. In
desirable objective. Therefore the final analysis, a nation
Nixon can be expected to must be primarily responsible
intensify efforts to end the for its own defense.
—The only exception beyond
impasse at Paris—possibly even
to the extent of twisting Thieu's commitments already in treaty
arm to get him to agree to an form concerns the defense of a
interini coalition with the country threatened with aggresCommunists pending a final sion by a nuclear power. In
such a case the United States
settlement.
This could be considered an will provide a nuclear shield.
The Nixon doctrine has been
interpreted in various ways by
Death Valley draws
DEATH VALLEY, Calif. concerned Allies. Some Asians
(UPI) — A reeard-580,493 fear that it signals the end of
persons visited Death Valley U.S. interest in the security of
National Monument in 1970, the area. Others contend that
an increase of 26 per cent it, in effect, constitutes a
over 1969. The main travel retreat to the "massive retaliaseason at the 3,000-square-mile tion" doctrine of the Eisenhowarea runs iron Ootobertitrough er-Dullei era. Still others see
it
May when ail National Park
as a flexible doctrine that can
Service and private facilities
within the Monument ire in be interpreted by - Washington,
as it wishes in the light of
full operation.
specific cases.

Doctrine Is
Interpreted
Differently
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Wintee-s-ibb, Rising Sap
Herald Maple Sugar Time
By Nevyle Shackelford

North
Shoff
Ceol

Department, only for the man
-looking for a challenge in life.

LEXINGTON, Ky.—As winter who isn't afraid of work."
slowly ebbs away and freezing But there has been no lessening
nights are followed by sunny, in demand for this product of the
thawing days, sap from the roots woodlot. A few early springs ago,
of maples starts seeping up the an Owsley county farmer, more
trunks, bringing about an annual to ease the pangs of nostalgia
phenomenon of nature known as than anything else, decided to
revive the old practice once
"Sugaring time."
In Kentucky this event, ac- common in his community. He
cording to Extension Specialist in tapped some maples growing on
Horticulture,
Robert
L. his place and, using a sorghum
Shepherd, usually occurs in evaporator, made several gallons
February and before the day of of syrup and a like amount of
cheaper
beet
and
cane sugar. When the word got out by
sweetening, was an important way of a newspaper feature, he
harvest time in rural America. had a path beaten to his door by
Throughout all of Eastern customers from far and near.
Kentucky and for that matter, all The customers did not ask the
of Appalachia, literally hundreds price of his product, only asked
TOLL HIGH IN MUNITIONS PLANT BLAST — Above is the wreckage of the main
of locations named, "Sugar how much he would let them
building of the Thiokol Chemical Corp. munitions plant in Woodbine, Ga., where
Camp," "Sugar Creek," "Sugar have. Some of these would-be
a fire triggered an explosion that killed at least 25 persons, 17 of them women, and
Hollow," and others indicate customers were purchasing
injured another 60. The company, which manufactures military flares, and the
HIGHEST AWARD—Falling earthward at 120 miles an hour over San Diego, Calif.,
spots
where maple sugar was agents from some of the largest
Army launched in investigation.
Navy Frogman Gene Gagliardi of San Diego receives gold "1,000 jump" parachute
wholesale food companies in the
once made.
wings from Navy photographer Chip Maury, who took the picture.
' When the sap started "Run- land.
got into the driver's seat, and
ning," young and old alike With the demand being so great
calmly drove off.
The car
hastened to the "sugar camp" to and with so many sugar maples
was f
- ound abandoned weeks
groups, he said, more suburbi1
sugar maple trees and to growing in the benches and
tap
later, with three cash boxes
would have an economic incetie
covers of Kentucky, there seems
assist
boiling
in
the
sweet
water
missing.
live to integrate.
opportunity
some
for
an
be
to
down
into
syrup
and
sugar.
It
There 'were thousands of
"It is encouraging to•note
farmers "not afraid of hard
bills N.-low denominations in took a considerable supply of dry
are
that more communities
incomes.
work,"
their
add
to
to
shills employees..
the loot.; The serial numbers wood, much hard labor, and
By ROBERT CR ABBE
For those with a yen for maple
learning that housing for low
En route_ to the facto, of only a fraction of them about 40 gallons of sap to make a
By NORMAN larMPSTER 'porate executives are beginninr and moderatelriComeAvorkivs,
4F-17—TOKYO (um, --ottieTt ilk-ear was hiked by a motor- -"Rad beenarecorded -by the bank gallon of syrup, but sugaring syrup and with a maple tree or
far from lowering property
WASHINGTON (UPI)—The to recognize the importance
time was a good time and two around to shade the lawn,it is
crimes around the world have cycle rider dressed to resemble
before the robbery.
possible to make a substitute government's top metropolitan of balanced housing in comvalues, attracts coveted indusgrabbed bigger headlines -- Bri- a Japanese highway patrolman.
The motorcycle, abandoned everyone enjoyedrit.
tain's Great Train Robbery, He wore the white helmet typiat the scene, turned out to
Maple syrup is a gift from the hard to tell from the real thing, planner is urging industry to munities where they locate." try," Jackson said. "Thus, all
citizens within these commun.
-Is
America's Brinks truck robbery cal of Japanese police. The
have been stolen a month ear- Indians,
Jackson, one of the highest
who
supposedly and rigX n the kitchen stove. locate new plants in communniers betiefit from better johp;
s, secure about a ities where there is en adequate banking Negroes in the Nixon
lier.
to mention two -- but some- lower part of his face was condiscovered _ it when they at- Just t the
better schools and increased
mix with common housing supply fqr all income administration, argued housing
where out of reach of Japanese cealed by a white scarf, a pracA small number of the sto- tempted to improve the taste of gallon
community services."
-..
police there's a man who prob- tice often followed by Japanese
len bills hosr nombers were tough, gamy moosemeat by brown sugar, and boil down. groups and all races.
discrimination is immoral and
If businessmen follow the is
Jackson's appeal is an ef;
ably figures he's got them all motoircy4e_porsee
dividing
.in cold or_ea7 recorded have showed up, but boiling it in sweet maple sap. Ely When the sap evaporates, it
the nation into
fort to integrate suburbs wlib.
• beat.
thew.
police istUt do not know how further cooking the syrup, early leaves its maple flavor behind in advice of SamuelC. Jackson hostile camps.
out violating President Nixenei
assistant sec-retail of housing
the robber put them into cirThis man,apparently young. Used
market
don't
But
try
syrup.
to
the
colonists found they could secure
smoke bomb
Economic incentive
and urban development for
repeatedly-stated prohibitions
on Dec. 20, 1%8, staged a
culation.
Else
syrup.
maple
the
this
as
a cheaper supply of sugar.
Metropolitan planning,it could
against 'forced ^ integration."
The supposed highway paBut;
he
argued,
businessmen
single-handed robbery of a
The question -cif whether
Therefore, making maple sugar Pure Food and Drug Ad- open for the poor and black .have a strong economic in- He reasons if' suburban - &hibank delivery car and got athere was an accomplice is
trolman
told
four
bank
can qualify as one of America's ministration, whi,h frowns on many suburban neighborhoods centive to locate their plants
munities have
an incentive
way scot free with 294 milunanswered.
Police also do
employees he was in.estigating
oldest home-grown industries. secretly adulterating food now the preserve of affluent in open communities regardto integrate, force will nefilis.
lion yen - $817.000.
know' how the robber
not
offended
and whites.
a report that a bomb had been
required.
.
Not too much maple syrup, pr products, may be
less of moral considerations.
▪
learned the identity of the
To date Japanese police
placed in the car. He ordered
cause trouble. This is a recipe for
"For years, American busi- . "Large employers_relocat"CertainlY,1 &iiot satohaven't a clue to who the
bank car and the time of its sugar, is made anymore,„al
the four men out of the car
ness men have chosen indus- ing in suburban areas 'are findcate a policy of dispersal which.
Kentucky. As a matter of fact, home use only.
robber was or where the and crawled under
journey.
it.
Maple sugaring can sometimes trial sites carefully," Jackson ing it ever more difficult to
would require—or even encournot too many rural dwellers in the
money is.
• "I've found - it," the robber
residents to
*,* *
Nation are so engaged. In 1969, extend up until mid-March in said recently. "None would house their lower income em- age-inner-city
It was a smooth job.
shouted.
move to the suburbs," Jackagn
according to the U. S. Depart- Kentucky. But according to old- 'locate where there is no water ployees, regardless of race:
The bank car, an unmarked
Smoke gushed forth from
Honored graduates
said. "I urge onl% that ever,
ment of Agriculture, only 7,iii timers who remember the old supply: where they have to pay Few factors are 1:110[C crucial
passenger vehicle. was deliverunder the vehicle -- and the
citizen have the right to (+otiose
RED LANDS,Calif.(UPI) - farmers tapped maples and days, the best time is late exorbitant taxes; where van- in the operation of any entering the 294 million yen from
bank employees learned only
dalism and crime threaten their prise than adequate supply of
where he will live. A balanced
Three graduates of the Univer- made syrup.
Usually
by
March
February.
a downtown bank to the-ToIt is a job, says the
too late that it -was from a
housing policy will insure that
sity of Redlands are Medal of
there has been enough warm property and employees; where labor," he
shiltritt,cammety's plant
smoke bomb the robber Jiad
Hooch whinerg.
propertyteat'Iwill
If all industry woulikinsist `. adequate low and moderate in-.
Abeg
weather to cause buds to stir, and e in irt.
JpikirbAsttokyo. ignited there.
come housing is available in
They are Capt. Bill
;?elain- on building plants in communDanes beet pobio
ig,
start swellir
.
otsay—Ssairintended
buds
the
when
Hurriedly
waving
them
McGonagle, Bill Hall and Jack
- vestmai .
both city and suburbs.
ities with an adequate supply
--•••
401
or year
--boriu;es for To- away
sap.
taste
the
the
of
ruin
they
COPENHAG
EN • (UPI)
from the car, the robber
Montgomery
"BY' the same tole's, cciw. of housing for all income
Only one Cabe of polio sas

One-man bank heist
rivals great crimes

A

Industry aid asked
to integrate housing
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TV CAMEOS: "Sesame Street"

"Sesame Street" Stresses Fun in Learning
By BILL DUNN
ON THE west side of New
York somewhere in the Eighties, there's a particular green
door, looking rather inconspicuous, lost on a street filled with
restaufants, groceries, laundries,
and assorted small shops. But
each day a handful of excited
children walk through it on
their way to the magic land of
the weefolk, known to most as
"Sesame Street," the smash hit
children's program now in its
second season.
Although "Sesame Street" is
a closed set, invited guts invariably can be found looking
down on the studio from the
glass enclosed spectator's area.
Children are always awed at the
sight of 123 Sesame Street, the
familiar brownstone right next
door to Mr. Hooper's candy
store. They recognize the neighborhood as being the same one
that their friends, the show's
hosts and resident adults, live
in. And the visiting children
know that sooner of later Mr.
Hooper and the others will be
coming out of 123.
• S •
"Sesame Street," not the typical kiddie program, was the
brainchild of Joan Coone)', the
president of "Children's Television Workshop." She cohceived
of the educational show as a
constructive alternative to the
frantic rumpus room, pie-in-theface orientation of many children shows. And since beginning, "Sesame Street" has made
many inroads into the previously neglected possibility of using
television as an instructional as
well as an entertaining medium.
• • •

registered in Denmark in WO.
During a 1952-5:1 !Iiiilemic
7.268 persons were afflicted
with the disease.
* * *

Booklets explain
nuclear energy.
OAK RIDGE,Tenn.11e
The Atomic Energy GaninnIF
sion here has assembled a new
series of booklete-frw -jenint
high school teachers and sits'
dents to help explain nuclear
energy.
The series was published
by the Division of Technical
Information
Extension
ok
strengthen science education
and Stippl.:ment the limited
amount of nuclear materials
now available.

Phunber pilot

(Miracle

PRICES SLASHED AGAIN

ATckiJo
'SAVE

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Paramount has embarked on
a new situation corned% pilot

PEP
'or

IGA

PO"

film for television titled "The
Plumbum," the
story
of
a bachelor plumber.
North Carolina has 3,645

square miles of inland waters.
IL* •

Argentina's presidental palace is known as the "Pink
House" -because of its color.

Del Monte

TOM

cito.;;•
Big Bird, a seven-foot yellow canary and regular on
"Sesame Street," talks things over with the children,
who ore the real stars of the popular educational show.

of teaching an important point.' ments is now going to more
To illustrate, one lesson sought than 250 stations, both public
to demonstrate to children the and commercitl,
other, than obvious uses of sThe success of "Sesame
household objects. This point Street" has encouraged "Chilse
was made by singing a song dren's Televistan Workshop"
to
entitued "Anything Makes Mu- expand. Plans
are being arTHE SHOW'S daily content is sic." While the children are
tap- ranged for a Spanish language
carefully assembled by the pro- ping their feet to the
music, "Sesame Street" to be produced
duction staff, made up of top Bob aic&--ttir other's are using In South
America by local peoeducators, doctors, advertising frying pans, electric fans,
paper ple. And last year's reruns are
and television people, writers, and combs as instruments.
By new going to 26 countries. In
and composers. The diXpenserx the. end of the song, the
young
of their acted product arc the viewers may not be aware of menthe ahead, older brothers
and sisters of "Sesame" viewtenants of 13 Sesame and it, but they now know a
little
.ebow's hosts: Loretta Young, more than they did before and ers will have their own educational program, aimed at imBob McGrath. Matt Robinson, they had fun while learning.
proving the reading skills of
• • •
Will Lee, and Jaime Sanchez.
seven-toptne-yeanoldif.
-xThene . etre -arc • yarned-- on-PRO'GRAM
• • •
g ven day by seven _or eight aimed at the disadvantaged•:'
children,
non-professionals
chochild.
But Loretta claims, "A
OW
THE WORK done at "Chila list of more than three-year-old is a three-year- sen from
dren's Television Workshop" is
300 who are available for an old." And going well beyond its
Clearly valuable. Hopefully it
appearance once every nwnth own target, "Sesame Street"
will stimulate other independent
or .•two..
regularly reacts t million Of groups to further
explore edu• "S.;s:une's" approach to learn- the sought-after 12 million chilcational programming. As for
ing stresses the importance-of dren from ages three to five. the networks, a success on one
rit,iliang a lesson fun and enjoy- Local stations -co-operate in the
is often followed b
t,titlar
able. Often an -exercise, appear- elfort by showing the same pro- shows on
the other Iwo. n the
ing to be nothing niore than a gram two and three times' a case of "Sesame
Street'', they'd
g.inte: has the subliminal effect, day. And the total of 145 Reg- do well to
follow Its lead.
.
.
Drewonned by King ?enures

and More
on
Mens & Womens Shoes
Shoes Displayed on Racks

CELEBRATE HATCHET DAYS
Friday & Saturday
February 1i'&"13
FIGHTS SUSPENSION
erson,.N.J., minim?'" Glei •
Haggett is fighting his SI.

pension by the local po•••
master for not' getting- a
haircut. The city postal unin

See, Clifford—Cu**
are supporting him.

ADAMS SHOE STORE
Downtown Shopping Center Murray, Ky.

A' 10 1971

•

JIM ADAMS I G A

Northside
Shopping
, Center

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

*

*

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
FIRST IN FINE MEATS
U. S. Choice

U. S. Choice

59t.
STEAK
69t BACON
CHICKEN BREAST flat
CHUCK STEAK

CHUCK
ROAST

Matchless

UsChoice

SWISS

113c

suburb
incen>
to oriole;
are

C13

for low
vorlars;
property
indushus, all
m in tin
er jobs;
creased
-•
an efs
Nixotei
hibitiini
raSiOtts"
ía coin-

centive
nut.be

t adgoe.1 which
encourents to
ackagn
t ertTy
choose
palanced
ire that
irate n._
ble in

lb.

nn
GRAPE
1"IELLYSPI"
IGA

Smith's

• 4

Detergent

TIDE

69'

Giant Size

Gerber

EGGS
Med.

Kraft

RAYON NAISE
'
(Miracle Whip qt.
49`)

PORK &
BEANS q

qt.

No 300 can

PEPSI 1-UP
69
R•
IGA
POTATO CHIPS
16 oz

.. or

C

Folgers or Maxwell House

NO GAMES
NO STAMPS
NO s5N FORCED PURCHASES

COFFEE

Del

Kraft Cheese

EVAP. MILK
Tall Can

VELVEETA

15c

DEL MONTE

JUICE

46 oz can

PEAS
No 303 can

PRICES

ARE

LOWER

EVERYDAY

Fresh, Crisp

CARROTS
'10t

AV

1 lb. can

JUST LOW PRICES !

29

9'
19'

10;

lir

IGA

Strained

fadisuao SOUP

JIM ADAMS IGA STORE POLICY

8 bottle carton

Twin Bag

BABY FOOD
l6oz.
BREAD
IGA

3/09."

Showboat

(Similac 25')

4/$1°°

Iceberg

2 lb. box

99
05e1EAPPLE

1

LETTUCE
each

No 2 can
Sliced or Crushed

Sweet
Potatoes
lb

10

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
Remember.. At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts!
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Men's wear

Finnish designer
is avantest garde

Books For Children Received By
Calloway County Public Library
New books for children have
just been received by the
Calloway County Public Library
from the State Department of
Libraries at Frankfort. They
include the following:

Play A Part, by Bernice Wells
Carlson. A creative approach to
dramatics which makes it fun to
be someone else for a while, to
really play a part 3-6.
The Prince In Waiting, by John
Christopher. A fascinating and
primitive world of the future is
the setting for this gripping story
of thwarted ambition and high
adventure. 6-9.
Safety, by Polly Bohan and
Shirley Hinds. A safety manual
for young people which covers all
of the various activities in which
people participate. 4-7.
A Star To The North, by Barbara Corcoran. Nathaniel and
Kimberly are very real young
people and their pilgrimage
toward a kind of peace makes an
engrossing novel. 7-up.
What Happens In A Car Factory, by Arthur Shay. The reader
follows the growth of a car from
its inception on the drawing
board until it emerges from the
test track, ready for a new owner.
3-4.

HitAY, ICXNTUCICY

Travel topics

When you go east
and bags go west

WEDNESDAY-FEBRUARY 10. 1971

By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) - Back in the early 1960's when the jets
began flying, people used to joke about "breakfast in London,
.... _. _ ,....
hurl in New York-and bags in Paris." .--...-.
The
Dickens,
Charleti
It really was no laughing matter-certainly not to the passenger
fortable and fax more accepted Inimitable Bez, by Katharine E.
who was inconvenienced to say the least, or to the airlines.
now then they were a few Wilkie. A biography that takes
cg a recent report by the Civil Aeronautics
In fact, accordingto
years ago. He works more in readers behind the scenes in the
Board, handling of
age ranks as one of the leading causes
jersey than any other fabric remarkable life of Charles
... . of
.
complaints against U.S.. scheduled airlines.
and was pioneering in jersey Dickens,
greatest
the
one of
The report showed that the U.S. air carriers paid out more
when a lot of U.S. manufacthan $17.5 million in claims for lost, damaged and mishandled
turers were wondering if they English novelists. 3-up
The City And Country Mother
luggage during the fiscal year ending last June.
could adapt it for men's wear.
The CAB said...there were 204,039 complaints, ranging from
Heergard, who had made Goose, by Hilde Hoffman. An
a low of 724 reported by Ameriean Airlines to a high of
a name as a designer when he unusually illustrated collection of
60,535 by Eastern Air Lines. It said 47,590 bags were lost and
was only 17, also pioneered nursery rhymes to charm the
152,445 damaged.
what is variously called the contemporary child. PreS-2.
By JOHN A. GONZALES
Drawing From Nature, by
EAL paid out $2.68 million in claims, followed by United
safari suit or the bash jacket,
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) Air Lines $2.24 million, Delta Air Lines $1.3 million, National
showing it with matching slacks Gerhard Gollwitzer. An inAir Lines $979,000 Trans World Airlines $957,000 and Pan "I was hooked on heroin and
and often with a turtle neck formative instruction book for
when
American $703,000. Lesser sums were paid by other domestic running from the police-almost
sweater. Sometimes the match- drawing various articles found in
I first ascended the
ing trousers are tucked into nature.
airines
'he
il it is the responsibility of the airlines to deliver all endless flight of stairs of that
Gently Touch The Milkweed,
high hool6checked-in baggage (keep claim stubs in a safe place), to the shabby, three-story Victorian
A recent raincoat design by Lynn Hall. The story of
proper destination, passengers can help guard against mis- house,'Dave recalled.
was pure unisex, meaning it seventeen-year-old Janet and the
"I had a $100 fix in my
handling and loss.
could be worn by either men year in which she discovered the
veins and a three-year-old sickprecautions
Some
or women. It was knee length, secret of the milkweed-and of
ness in my mind that I wanted
Here are some recommended precautions:
double breasted, with a high herself. 7-up.
to
kick."
printed
-legibly
on
your
personal
-Make sure your name is
rolling' collar and wide lapels
Have You Seen Louie, by
This is the plight of teen'baggage tag on the outside of the bag. Also slap some quickly
and with a sweeping yoke Muriel A. Munro. Andy has
identifiable dabs of paint, stickers or markers on the covering or age narcotic addicts who find
across the chest and back. It moved to
a new home but in the
tie a couple of ribbons to the handle. A major cause of missing their way to Teen Challenge,
was belted but the belt was
process
he
has
lost
his
best
is the passenger who dashes off with the first bag which a nonprofit church-related proluggage
tied in the back.
friend,
Louie
and
his
search
for
looks like his without bothering to check the stub. The airlines gram in the city's Mission
Another of the unisex deare considering having all luggage properly tagged by passengers District. The project is to reach
signs was a two piece knitted him brings meetings with his new
rehabilitate . troubled
and
before accepting them for checking.
jumpsuit ofutmost simplicity, neighbors. PreS-2.
In The Days Of The Cowboy, by
, -Paste an identification card, with your name, address and youths.
bringing the comment from the
"Our program," said the
1 lelephone number inside bags. It will make it easier for the
magazine Mademoiselle that Donald Honig. An intriguing
Rev.
Stan Way, center superO'HIGGINS
,
DON
AL
By
torn
off
at
become
the
outside
tags
are
to
return
them
if
nes
"couples wearing coieples volume tracing the fascinating
visor, "is Christ-oriented. We
egible during transfer. Most airlines provide such stickers withclothes are SEXY. Especially era of the cowboy in the western
deal with the mind habit-a
if they are Swedish .
states. 4-7.
DUBLIN (UPI) - Time- -put charge
spiritual problem that we feel
Some of his other aroundThe Hopping Knapsack, by Lisl worn taboos surrounding the, -Rip off previous destination tags before checking in. The is a positive approach."
the-world designs were unisex Well. Peter feels alone at his new unwed mother in Ireland are old tags might impress some less-traveled companion but could
Teen Challenge is one of 20
suits in double breasted jer- school in Switzerland until he fading,. but a stigma attached confuse baggage handlers. Your bags could be loaded on the
Herrgard, a Finn who now sey with thigh length jackets finds a new friend, Petite Points, Se-k tit-this country is real Wrong plane,sintoaded at the wrong destination ot left Aboard centers in the United States.
The first -opened-in 1156- in
works out of Stockholm and and flared pants, unisex furs a small goat. Now the problem is and the prejudice is deep.
at the right one.
superCopenhagen, first burst upon for a him and her look to trans- how to smuggle him into the " An effort hips been made to _ '-Have your ticketwritten up to allow reasonable time for New York City under the
vision of the Rev, David
years
a
few
cend
cold
scene
weather
and
jump
American
checked-through
luggage
to
be
transferred
if
your
flight
plans
.
the
—eliminate WNW of _the seereer
"school:f ? PreS-2.
Wilkerson, then - a young
at &clothing convention in suits, belted and worn with
which has enveloped the prob- _include clanging planes sir airlines. About one hour should be Country minister.
The-7.1uflated
Dormouse
And
ago when he turned up long scarves and (on her) long Other Ways
'enough' if connections are at the same airport but more time is
lem,
and
social
workers
beOf Life In The
Since then, Wilkerson has
with a mop of long hair, slim beads.
Iii-vs. it is a significant step needed if it involves transfer to another, such as between published a book, "The Cross
His credo is fairly simple- Animal World, by Anne Feldman. forward.
pants tucked into knee high
Kennedy and LaGuardia in New York and Newark in New and the Switchblade," which
boots and with what appeared "Call myself a clothes-con- An intriguing glimpse into the
Rt•pretirtitaiices of many or- Jersey.
tell of his crusade to preach
Another major complaini against the carriers, ccording to the
to be a bearskin slung non- structor - fashion designer. animal world and into the lives of ganizations and stria, workers
gospel of redemption to
some
of
the
more
unusual
and
le
ft
his
Work right from the fiber, the
chalantly across
from the churches and the CAB, is overbooking.; It said there were 259,612 complaints filed the big city's gang kids.' A
fascinating
animals.
4-6
fabric, the pattern, into proshoulder.
medical trofession noel recs.tit- during the fiscal year.
movie by the same title is in
John Steinbeck, by Richard ly to discuss co
• They ranged from 47 per 10(1,000 passengers emplaned by
Hair wasn't being worn that duction . . . Design to fill the
'ty serlong in those days and neither gap between the tailored suit O'Connor. An unusual biography vices for uninarris-ol mother. American to 779 per 100,000 for Trans Caribbean Airways. the works.
San Francisco's center openThe report said the airlines paid nearly $2.6 million in denied
were knee high boots and what and the blue jeans . In spite for young people that reveals the
Overshadowing the prat..
appeared to be knickers and he of all functionalism sometimes personal strength and the
lira! details of fin:mei:al and boarding compensation, ranging from $1,679 by Southern Air- ed in June, 1964. It housetak
persons from age 18-to 34.
created a sensation. Bear- called Couture-Hippie . . . vitality that were apparent in Medical sari' was the unani- lines to $6458,549 by TWA.
fameingers - holding confirmed reservations are entitled to Must find God
akists weren't worn much slung Am inspired by people, travel- both Steinbeciespersonal life and mous apigisol for a 11111•11. lertsrltry w ha Apnea to us
_compensation if emits aremet &mailable and 4e carrier is 'unable l'Ae‘i
over a shoulder either,but they ing, food, musie,-thessre, literin his work. 7-up
standing climate.
""
t;od rotsiveness fcg
may be since a lot of his avant Awe, yoga... am longhaired
Make A Face, by Lynn Deena
Contrary th popular belief,
garde fashions are now turn- and ENJOY life."
Yudell. A colorful and charming Ireland sips-rates an efficislit
younger
on the
ing up
The interview? Well, that study of faces and the various and relatively enlightenet1
generation.
was it.
m-rvices for the illegitimate
poses they take. PreS-3.
child and the iliottwr. The
services, however, are not used'
by the mother in many vases
treatise(4 fear sir sham...Instead, she flees to England-10 have her baby where
she becomes entitled to a ss- •
eial
Inv
• which .he
does iii it get in her homeland.
This provides the mother with
si.al clictiet• between keeping
her
or handing it over
for adoptism.
; In Ireland, the mother does
riot reveive aid which would
enable her to provide for her
baby.. Iler only altentatise.
to adoption is to fall bask osi
the family home, a dist
aging prospect.
Fine types
This: is one of the main
Joints raised at the eonfern
i•ct!iy the Roman (:attiolic Bishop
-tkf Kerry, Most Rev. Qr.
Eamon Casey, who ,spent
many years working ainong
Irish I-migrants th Enidatid.
'I would not like anybody •
to get the impreesion those
unmarried ,mothers Citted into
the category of being prtimiscuoits," l)r: Casey said, "Most
of them are very fins- ty pes,
but were j_ust unfortunates"
Socii0 Workers estimate
there will be roughly 1.800
illegitimate children born in
Ireland this year, and OVff the
past five years there has been
.a 50 per cent jump in- the
TRAFFIC GOING
number of unmarried mothers
admitted to the National MaBY? FOR THE
ternity Hospital.
• Dr. Decian Meagher, Master of the hospital, said an
BEST RESULTS
analysis of maternal age
showed 42 per cent of unUSE OUR WANT
MAKE
married mothers were under
20, and 24 per et•nt were
VALENTINES Dia
under 18 years of age.
ADS-IT WILL BE
A FAMILY AFFAIR!
Approximately 70 per tent
of unmarried Irish mothers are
k will be an affair to
YOUR BEST MOVE
in domestic service, 20 per
remember, Secause at Jerry's,
cent arc unemployed and
homesJests, and 10 per cent are
there's something for everyone: _
still in salted.
A quick snack, a-complete
Health Authorities in In-Put your business profits into high gear by using ifeireshkle
hind provide A pr pay for the
carry-out, and drive-in service.
y 1'0/46 41 the tuntiatritA mo•
Asia menu with whatever your
that is powerful enough to do the job alone. Phone or come
ther in Mother arid !labs
I loincli...iif_in_tuatiznils lips.
" tit Otif WonfAci de&
-T—
tatiiirfor complete information. Stop
pitals and nursing hoTriies.
to be a hip spender to take Your family to Jerry's.
Complete secrecy entree'stoday.
Mg the. Mother's identity
So plan on it -- they'll love you tacit!
observed; atilt dr Ironies art,
t4
fully
II I deal NV it II
<,:.•
09.1rFar...4 4.1.-04
-4 + 4.44
94+4+444 81.41+++++.1.00Sign:4
161 lbe greateet
lacing the social workers i•
,I....-stssissessIssle-satwssophs-ass
''CIFiC UL AT ION THAT SELLS '
cent the facilities avail:814e is
them
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (11P1)-A brilliantly colored post card arrived the other day from Teheran depicting in miniature the
ancient forms of Persian dress.
A glance at the other side
showed it was from Sighsten
Herrgard, bent on putting the
Persians in modern dress.
Herrgard, 27, considered
the leading Scandinavian designer of men's wear, also
sends postcards from Tokyo,
where he has shown his wares,
from Mexico, from Copenhagen, from Jamaica and almost any other place you can
mention.
"Now in Tehran since. two
weeks showing my Scandinavian collections," he wrote.
"Marvelous place. Above city.
In the mountains. incredible
air. Beautiful view. Invited
to work here and show in Paris.
Queen mother was present
yesterday.
Queen today?
What happened with the interview?'
The interview came during
his last visit to New York when
he sipped through with the
beautiful Swedish Countess
Th.& von Rosen, whose uncle
Carl Gustav was all Mixed up
in helping the Biafran secession movement. He said they
were thinking of getting married but the postcard failed
to mention the countess, a
a dazzling blonde.

Favors jersey
His designs are still avant
garde but loose fitting, com-
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By JACK GAVE
UPI Drama Edit
NEW YOR1I
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God's aid stressed
in narcotic program

Irish tackle
problem of
unwed mom
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WE DELIVER THE GOODS!
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to arrange alternatt flights that arrive at their destination w !thin
two hours of their original flight time on domestic runs, and
within four hours on international routes.
If such alternate service is not provided, the airline must pay
the price of the original ticket up to $200 in compensation. If
the fare is less than $25, compensation must be $25,
In this connection, Reuben B. Robertson
chairmen of the
consumer advisory committee of the CAB, urged the agency to
make it illegal to advise passengers without tickets that space is
confirmed. In a letter to CAB chairman Secor Browne, he said
passengers whose reservations have been confirmed by telephone
find they are not eligible for compensation when their flights
are overbooked.
Jiglitilatt81 said passengers generally, jio -not know that
telephoned reservations are tentative until a ticket has beer
issued with the date, flight number and notation of confirms
tion.

his life of sin," Rev. Way said. "He must find a personal relationship with God, for He
helps the addict who admits
he's hooked and is prepared to
kick the habit.
"There is no medication;
just rubdowns, hot showers,
and spiritual guidance."
There is a high rate of cures
in the 20 centers. The San
Francisco chapter alone has an
ao per cent cure rate, says Rev.
Way.
Most of the addicts started
on marijuana, then progressed
to methadrine, benzedrine and
heroin. Most are from middle
class familes.
"I'm a doctor's son who
turned to drugs because my
father just gave me material
things in exchange for love,"
said one young man who's
lived at the center for six
months.
ReV. Way calls maluana
"the door to narcotics' and
says 90 per cent of high school
students in some big cities
•
have experimented with it.
Percale is woven of cardedor combed yarns which produce
a sheet finer, silkier than mos:
lin.

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
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Take the Family and Go Saving at

ithin
and

Take the Family

Broadway

my

terial
we,"
vho's
• six

luana
and
:hunt _cities

Peter Brook's version of "A
Midsummer Night's Dream,"
a Shakespearean comedy I
have never liked, is a brilliant
fantastic departure from the
conventional staging that, at
last, makes the play palatable.
The actors are British reper
tory people not known here.
but they are excellent. They
give impeccable vocal rendition
of the untampered text, while
carrying out the sometimes incredibly taxing physical dc•
mand8 of Brook's staging.
Acrobatics on trapezes and
swinging ropes are on the
agenda.
This fairytale of starcrossed
lovers and meddling fairies in
ancient Athens is crisply done,
and Brook makes it very, very
funny. You get the impression
of watching a Marx Brothers
movie, a Keystone Kops chase
or the Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey Circus.
This is a rare theater exyerience, something to cherish.
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
HIGHWAY 641 N.-MURRAY
OPEN 9a.m.-9p.m. MON.-SAT.

rfiE

PRICES GOOD WED. THURS., FRI., SAT..-FEB. 10-13

A Real Buy!

'

Ladies Fall And Winter

GIRLS
COATS
Reduced

•

LADIES
SKIRTS

DRESSES
COLORS AND STYLES
THAT CAN BE WORN

SIZES 4-14

OP' '11 •

a

•

• Plaids, Solids
• Large Selection

REDUCED

ON THROUGH TO SPRING.
SAVE

66%

It

Corduroys

SAVE!

Fake Fur,

MEM WINGS

Tweeds, Solids

Prints, Solids, Minis And Midis.

A REAL SKATER
BONANZA!

A Wide Range Of Fabrics.
You Will Be &lie To Find One

GIRLS SIZES 4-14

ALL-WEATHER

4r,

COATS

.Cardigans, SlipoversDressy & Casual

"Just Right" For iou!

;

50% Off

Navy or Copper color
Matching Kerchief

J

BOTH FOR

Reg.
$1011

$492

ROSES

6

HURRY ON OUT

Luncheonette
Special

SIZES 4-18
TOSFS

BOYS
COATS

SATURDAY NIGHT
8 oz. T-Bone $1 27

Childrens Coats

Choke Of 2 Veg.
Rolts-Tea Or
Coffee -/

Warm, Serviceable Coats For
The Younger Child.

5O%°'

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!
Ladies

•

•CORDUROYS
• ALL WEATHERS
Give your home the appearance'
of Spring with one of these...

ASSORTED STYLES

50% Off
Save! Save!

ARTIFICIAL PLANTS

SHOES

AND FABRICS

,....
s

3 STYLES TO SELECT FROM IN

20 INCHES

BROM OR GREY

TALL

r

JUST IN TIME
FOR SPRING!
100% Polyester

Great to wear

GIRLS SKIRTS
Sizes 4-14
WEAR WITH BLOUSES
OR SWEATERS.

.•
r

with slacks

MENS SHIRTS

wood-look

STRIPES, SOLIDS, CREW OR

plastic pots

Reg. '2"

LARGE SELECTION

BUTTON NECK WITH COLLAR

hold real looking Hydrangea,
Dahlias, Poppies.
REG. '3,44

Reg. 9"

Ziffil

1 82

'Pakistan aid
-"WO
4orop
.

"
W
.

1 27

NEW YORK (UPI)- Funds
;totaling at least $50,000 are
-tieing raised by U.S. Protestant
churches to aid some of an estimated 2 million survivors of
the East Pakistan tidal wave
that killed an estimated 200,
000 persons The drive is being
coordinated by Church World
Servi('e.
0
41r.4

2 Flo '5

•

113
Reg. '12" Save '2"
84x114
Room Size

4.)

Tweeds Or Stripes
Durable, Use In Any
Roo

• ir
. •

4

0 Ai o

Reg. 5"- Save I"

Reg. 39' - Save 11'
Barbara Dee

COOKIES
28'
i.• 50 Cookies

Thurs,
Fri.,
Sat.

RUGS
510"

ihrq'viod.
Big Switch
H0111%0011 .01_11
re.or How arilwho worked
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Drughter.- %ill spend
Iv EntijvAiroil uction shettiih'
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N
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A
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•
Dino signs
• 1101.1.YWO01) (UPI) After several months of negotiation Dean Martin signed
a new recording contract with
Reprise for
albums over s .

66%
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Winter Merchandise

LADIES HANDBAGS
$388

Thurs.,
Fri.,
Sat.

,-oitk‘

To A 13 oz. Pkg.
USE NOSES -

a

3 0

SAVE- AT

PLAN

ROSES

40 Ibuvtos oo puo Afiumi a44 ancol

Wet Looks. Tapestry,
Patent, teathedoek.
A Wide Assortment.

Thurs
Fri.,

Sat
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•

LAY-AWAY
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Final Clearance

ake the Famii

that
beer
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aving a

NEW YORK (UPI) - It
seems that the theater perennially dawdles and dwindles,
especially in recent years, and
you WO Mkt if it woiskiiet be
better to go fishing or skiing
than to attend the next premiere.
Then a couple of dandies
come along in quick succession, and the whole scene
lights up like a slot machine
jackpot.
To wit, the revival of the
45-year Id musical comdey,
"No, No, Nanette," at the
46th Street Theater, and the
beautifully cockeyed production of Shakespeare's 'A Midsummer Night s Dream". that
England's daring director,
Peter Brook, and the Royal
Shakespeare Company have installed at the Billy Rose Theater.
There is no doubt that "No,
No, Nanette" has benefited
from the standpoint of pure
nostalgic interest in the return to the stage of Ruby
Keeler, tap-dancing heroine of
spectacular movie musicals in
the 1930 decade who hasn't
made a film in 30 years and
hasn't been on Broadway for
40 years.
But even youngsters, who
were not around when her
films were new, have acquired
through video, a feeling about
this now 60-year-old, slim, attractive grandmother, who still
dances skillfully in terms of
1920-30 musical hoofing.
Her own ability and personality, with all the attendant
publicity about her return,
wouldn t have made the revival of 1925's "No, No,
Nanette" the outstanding hit
it is. After all, she has only
about the sixth most important role.
•, The nostalgic factor has
!helped, but the main reason
:for
the success is that this is
4
.a wonderfully staged revival
from every standpoint. Burt
Shevelove has refurbished the
libretto and directed the production tastefully without re- sorting to the "camping" treat• ment often given such vintage.
Nrevivais. It shoo has that fine.'
Vincent Youmans score, with
such memorable items as "Tea
for Two" and "I Want to Be
Happy."
And the entire cast is firstrate, with top honors for
Bobby 'Wan, Helen Gallagher,
Jack Gilford, Susan Watson
and Patsy Kelly.

a

By JACK GAYER
UPI Drama Editor
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PAGE SEVEN

Electrical Week

Debbie Joins

is always a popular pastime places ot work, expanded com- "tightly woven into the seamless life in that not-so-far distant
future. - --• •
**lay a game of peering into an munications and entertainment, web of air, water, and land."
The .magazine says, "As the
•
ginary crystal ball and new appliances and devices, and
icting possible technological a host of technological develop-, nation's nervous system, the
ments.
electric utility industry jses huge
.wonders of the future.
which won Oscar nominations
While the exact levels vary amounts of these three inAnd of late, many of the
for both Debbie and the costume
By ARMY ARCHERD
NEW YORK (UPI) Central Presa Association
:forecasts have been a perplexing somewhat from region to region tricately related substances; yet Archeologists have discovered
designer.
Correspondent
Ladies will be interested to
across the nation, in general despite this deep involvement, what is believed to be the
Inixture.
HOLLYWOOD-- If Hollywood
know that Debbie describes the
electric utilities must double the utilities ,account for only 12 per oldest wooden bed in Europe in
-.. On the one hand, people have
changing, why shouldn't Debclothes as "gorgeously ugly."
. .-rorne to expect continued supply of electricity within the cent of the nation's air pollutants, excavations on Thera, an island ia Reynolds change, too? She'a
And they look suspiciously like
bie
evolution and fulfillment of the next 10 years to keep up with the destroy less water than any other in the Aegean Sea that was carried
around that "Miss
something from today's fashion
expecting
people
demands
of
and
scientific
millions
to
our
spending
promise of
user, and are
devasted by a yolcanic eruption Goody-Two Shoes" iKarl'si impages!
Milustrial system; that is, a increased opportunity and eliminate the various types of in 1520 B.C.
age for the bulk of her career,
"Can you believe that women
cobstant offering of new products broadened horizons.
The bedstead was a scant which spans over 20 years. But
really wore things like this and
pollution to which they do confelt stunning?" asked Debbie,
and services to an ever in- The construction segment of tribute. In 1970, the electric five feet long, and a double that's all changed in -What's
whom we had seen last year at
geasing number of people at all the electrical industry must utility industry was estimated to animal hide stuffed with pad- the Matter With Helen?" Her
dethe M-G-M auction, buying such
perform at an unprecedented have spent some $250 million on ding covered the w ooden frame. current film mai ks a total
*els.
gowns from famous films at her
parture for Debbie. and she
4tanding against this is the rate during the next decade if it is air quality control—more than Compared to modern bed, it
alma mater to display in her
loses it.
was
short,
with
the
narrow,
and
pace
poorly
keep
to
I
•
wing feat that this process
any other industry; about $120
hoped-for Hollywood museum.
Debbie's known for her com• • •
ds to deterioration of the reqireement for everything from million for water quality control; cushioned. For example, a edy. music and laughter, but the
. s , ironment.
new homes and apartments to some $383 million- on un- modern kingsized bed is 84 only shrieks in "Helen'' are
BEFORE starting the film,
Debbie had made a cross-counf•practically all industries face hospitals and business. The derground lines, and many inches long by 78 inches wide, shrieks of terror--she hopes.
try night club tour to raise mon-Its about time 'Tammy' got
:Ibis ambivalent tug at the President's commission on millions more on enhancing the and boasts a latex foam mattress six inches thick.
ey for the museum. She worked
into trouble," Debbie said with
heartstrings of the consumers of national goals estimates that the environment—the seamless web
day and night rehearsing dance
a twinkle in her eye. "It's been
nation will spend a whopping $1.3 that supports not only utilities
...their goods and services.
almoit four yeares since I've
'numbers for the act, only to
attraction
See'
'Must
con.:tTh
.,-e
ok, electrical industry is no trillion on all kinds of new
but all of human life."
a good movie, and for
return five months later to start
CAL!, Colombia (UPI) - made reason. The sc.ipts sent to
: . -eption. It is the producer of struction during the next ten
dance rehearsals--learning the
In the year 2000, less than 30
--good
Columbia
shouldn't
Visitors
to
old-fashioned tap dance routines
Me were either roles requiring
'the nation's primary energy years. A significant portion of -years from now, the United
El
Orquideal,
a
miss a trip to
to be a kids' dance teacher in
an ingenue or nudity — and
urce; the originator of this will go to providing electrical States will have a population that
short distance from this city, asonietirees hot)'! Isn't there an
this film.
erous basic products and service.
may approach 300,000,000. The to see one of the largest and in-between? There are many
There always are kids underThe population and economic availability of dependable
vices. It is an industry diffoot with Debbie, despite her
most famous orchid plantations fine, young actresses today
the
expected
in
developments
ult to appraise and comelectrical service will, to a great in Colombia, says LAN-Chile available for ingenue roles
"new look." She still has four
hend, simply because of its Seventies will pressure the extent, determine the quality of Airlines.
teenagers at home—her two by
That's who the producers should
Eddie Fisher, and two by huscessary bigness and im- manufacturers of all types of
be striding those scripts to. As
band Harry Karl's former wife.
far a; the other scripts, I refuse
dance • in the daily lives of electrical applianhes, to produce
Debbie also still is active in
to .make a quick, exploitationmore and better devices. In 1968
yitervone.
girls' activities—the Girl Scouts
type film that is tasteless and
over 47 million households
44
4The
electrical
industry
directly
a
and the Thalians, a charity orone that I would be ashamed to
plow over 3,000,000 people in reported owning a refrigerator or
ganization working with emolet my children see. It's not a
nufacturing, construction, freezer. It is estimated that by
roc
1#01Llor
tionallysdistorted..children.
question of.,prudishness, hut in
rubution, service and power 1980 over 63 million households,
Between her home life, charmy opinion intercourse belongs
or a third more, will own such a
eration.
in the bedroom and not on the of give And take between the ity projects, night club dates
two of us. She's a very good and TV, there isn't much time.
screen.
..pez;Production of electricity in unit.
• • •
actress."
but she'll always make time fen
rth American represents some
A large share of these new,and
All attempts to cook up a her first love movies.
, "WHEN I received this script
per cent of the world total, essential, appliances will be
s0s delighted -at last a script feud were in the works, but
She laughs, "It's fun to be in
I,
. More than Russia. Japan, and the required by young families just
that's sheer entertainment, a Shelley KO'd the reports by a film that deals with blood
starting out. The rate of
United Kimgdom combined.
.good suspense story that allows saying Debbie's chauffeur instead of ballads. But don't
' In effect,the average home has household formation over the
me to play a mature woman!" picked her up for work each ask me who kills whom in this
available over 6.000 kilowatt next ten years is expected to
movie. You'll have to come and
Debbie said in telling about morning.
• • •
see it to find out."
-hours per year to power essential exceed 1.4 million, annually, a
And Debbie's "mature" coTHE FILM has a different look
P.S. Debbie--can we bring
..Oppliances, lighting and con- jump from an annual rate of 1
st:yr is Shelley Winters. The idea in more ways'than one for Deb- the kiddies?
niences. It means that over 98 million during the Sixties,...as
of -the two of them co-starring bie. She goes platinum blonde
tent of U.--S. farms -naiie--ebIldren-boro-to- the po,Hirer
in a film is.as unlikely a team- a In Jean Harlow. And it's an
rical service. Industry has period come to age.
- phis Dennis authentic Harlow-look. The man
as possible
•
Needless to say, it won't be
ailable over 35,000 kilowatt
Weaver as'the male star.
responsible is Sydney Guilaroff,
California unemployment
For Shelley. the -film is not who was--I-tarlow's hairdresser
urs annually per employee— much of a world for the young
the
She
made
also
at
M-G-M.
P.S.
BERKELEY, Calif. (UPI)different.
in
the
'30s,
Smite
so
e equivalent energy output of families of the future if the
inittch years ago to troubled, He's also Elizabeth Taylor's faelectrical industry isn't able to do
er 500 men.
strange women, as well as high- vorite hairdresser and, as you A high rate of unemployment
This is National Electrical its job of providing the basic
-Ox dramatic roles which won roeall. Debbie and Elizabeth through 1971 is in prospect for
eek, February 7-13, and a good services and products that add up
aor two Oscars. Shelley's per- share an ex-husband
Eddie California despite an overall
;Arne to take a look at the industry to a fulfilling life.
sem il life also has been as dif- Fisher
modest expansion of the stlite's
t.
which plays such an important
But also, it won't be much of a
1 as possible from Debbie's. . Debbie looks so different
economy.
i has n fella in the town in her new hairdo and hair color
palm in the lives of all of us.
world if we are not able to cope
Wilieh shi: Works, - admits the that vI.sitors,on the set walked
t It. is an industry with many with problezits of environmental
...
The prediction was con--,
,
•_
p r oud
is!
, -elements none of whisk, an pollution caused by all elements
by i-Offlit—fecognizing her. tained in a report issued by the
.11116 - -At lifisVitrinte
first," Shelley admits, "I Since, the movie also is set
Ilirmain
sit • -agi titrbapire4 induatr ial
nia Economic Forecastwas a little worried' about the the-Mid-•30s, all the.:elcithe,
iltillgOSION RESCUE—Workers remoie.
'dAilis from the
mand
ing
_ieet.
at_the Institute of
two
of
us
working
together
signed by Morton 'iltiaek a
body of a_young girl killed in a gas explosion in Lam▪ h must satisfy the power needs
As pointed out in an article in
iy 'Method acting' and her are authentic. Haack designed Business and Economic Re.i.
:•w.caused
by
exploding Electrical World magazine, the bertville, N.J. Two blasts destroyed three homes and
G-M schooling, but I needn't Debbie's clothes for "The lin- search at the University of
killed eight persons.
'4-requirements
for
new
homes
and electric power -industry is
. .e worried. There seas plenty :atikahle Molly Brown." a film California
--..
..
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Changing

Hollywood

No bed of roses

I7

hk

Vale ne Candy & Valentine Cards.

Open Friday Night 'Til 8:00
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
EAFT SIDE OF THE S011Afl F

Murray

STOP, SHOP, MakekPayless Your fre---11%,‘p...---.•
Headquarters for
AND
Valentine Hearts &
Cards.' All at Discount
SAVE
Prices.

)
o

suo

Fa
;
.M
E:et0too8trip s(le 3an

1eKII1a
ilysize
e 634 oz.

WHITESTTEETH!

Reg. SIN

FRESHESTEAHI

The Number-One
Choice is

OPEN 24

MAC
T%105
Ntl.41 Cilirl..•; Nor, I

WE DOZE I
The finest feature films
available for Television

MONDAY, TUESDAY AND
WEDNESDAY, 10:30 PM

Tonight
"Bedford Incident"
Starring Richard Widmark,
Sidney Poitier,
Martin Balsam

BI

MAC
TVO5

TI
LI

o ns
THURSDAY, 10:30 PIVI

BOLOI

ID tt
._. . ./,
A new night for Barbara Stanwyck
and Lee Majors in this
Outstanding western series.

MAC
TV 5

4

ENGL

THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY,
11:30 PM

tate
Show
Fine motion pictures everyone

uutill

QUIL

will enjoy, but programmed
especially for the insomniacs

VU LIGHTER

Nightime Cold

MAC
TV 5

Assorted Colors & Design

NIGHTTIME COWS MEDICINE

Medicine

69'

Reg.

6 oz Bottle
Reg. '1"

16 oz Box -

LIKE
FAMOUS COLOGNES
If You Like
•
You'll Love
_4—
4
Famous Colognes
Similar Colognes
Reg 13.00 FRAGRANCE A
ARP(GE
CHANEL 5
Sale FRAGRANCE C
ESTEE LAUDER
FRAGRANCE E
MY SIN
FRAGRANCE M
WHITE SHOULDERS
FRAGRANCE W

Sale

Gillette

NEW!

RIGHT GUARD
DEODORANT

Vaseline
INTENSIVE
CARE*
LOTION

for dry hands
and skin
so OZ SIZE

Vaseline
Irf
'ACO •

Television's most famous
Detective-Attorney with a
full weekend's intriguing plots
and excitingactionl

COLD CAPSULES

12-hour
cold control
PORTABLE CONTAC day or night

Woolite

Midland FM/AM

RADIO
Battery

Peg '1'
Sale

or Electric

Complete with 6
Penlight4tatter ies &
Eirphone—
Reg '21

Sate
No 10419

Pk of 10

RATS d'CON
MICE KILLS

D-CON
41 Bait Filled Tiays
Reg.. '1"
lb. •
Box •- Sale

COLD WATER
11
7
H- , WASH
For
tN
'1"t

8Reg.8

88t

Ready Mixed KillsRats & Mice

96

FRIDAY, SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY, 10:30 PM

Pacquins
Silk 'N Satin

HAND & BODY
LOTION

16 oz Plastic Bottle
Sale

noxzema
*OP'
Sale

76

PO
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KI.i It KY

LIMIT 1
PER-PUR,

,
Chase & Sanborn

SAVE! 1 Oc
6 oz. On
iar Good

INSTANT
COFFEE

Only at Storey's

OFFER EXPIRES 2-16-71

11.1111COUPON
LIMIT 1 PER PUR.

VEL
LIQUID

Qt. 49;

Good Only at Storey's

OFFER EXPIRES 2-16-71

103473 COUPON am.I.
LIMIT 1 PER PUR.
Maxwell House
2 lb. $ 49

COFFEE

Can

Good Only at Storey's

OFFER EXPIRES 2-16-71

FABRIC Niagara
FINISH 2Lnu• 49;
Good Only at Storey's
OFFER EXPIRES 2-16-71
103475 COUPON
LIMIT 1 PER PUR

COUPON
LIMIT 1 PER PUR.

BAGGIES

COUPON
LIMIT 1 PER PUR.

496

150 ct. Pkg.
Good Only at Storeys
OFFER EXPIRES 2-16-71

INSTANT
POTATOES

1lb.
BOx
49
Good Only at Storey's
OFFER EXPIRES 2-16-71

EMGE

SMOKED
PICNICS

STAINLESS
near rm.

crowurr rouilirrst sowspoosarstarae,

BAR-B-Q

USDA CHOICE BEEF

COUNTRY STYLE MARKET MADE

Pork Sausage
BY THE PIECE

FOLGERS OR
MAXWELL HOUSE

/
1 4 SLICE

All Grinds
USDA CHOICE

KELLY'S

PURE VEGETABLE

49'

-

WITH '5 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE EXCLUDING DAIRY &
TOBACCO PRODUCTS. NOTE '10°' PURCHASE REQUIRED
TO GET BOTH CRISCO & EGGS.

CRISC
DICK
GEORGE

WITH '5 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE EXCLUDING DA!RYA TOBACCO
PRODUCTS NOIE slr PURCHASE REQUIRE TO GET BOTH
EGGS & CRISCO.
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New Shipment Of Books Have
Been Received By Public Library
tells his story with unusual
candor.
Typhoon Of Steel, by James
and
William
Belote. An
authoritative and engrossing
narrative of the most costly
Arthur Miller, by Benjamin military undertaking in the
Nelson. Using the biography as Pacific theater during World
an important backdrop, this book Warll—the battle for Okinawa.
analyzes Miller's development as A White House Diary, by Lady
Bird Johnson. The former First
a writer.
The Best Behavior, by Esther Lady's voluminous day-to-day
Aresty. From courtship to table account of her White House years
manners to child-rearing to is a lively and intelligent record.
name-dropping, "The Best The World Of Charles Dickens,
Behavior" shows the evolution of by Angus Wilson. A profound
custom and usage from age to study which traces Dickens'
career from his birth in a small,
age and country to country.
Carl Sandburg, by North lower-middle-class home to his
Callahan. This, the first death, an .. internationally
biography of Sandburg to appear recognized and revered figure.
since his death in 1967, was The Year Of The Seal, by
written with the full cooperation Victor Scheffer. Here is the stor.
of his family and is the . most of an Alaskan fur seal mother and
comprehensive story of his long her companions in the great
Pribilof Islands herd of more
and fruitful life.
than a million animals.
A shipment of new books has
been received by the Calloway
County Public library from the
Department of libraries. Among
:hem are the following :

Children. Wives, and Other
Wildlife, by Robert Allen. A book,
of gently humor for everybody
Constantine, by Ramsay
MacMullen. A full biography of
the Emperor Constantine, one of
the greatest of Rome's rulers and
the first Christian emperor, arid a
splendid re-creation of Roman
imperial culture.
Crime In America, by Ramsey
Clark. A former Attorney
General of the United States
gives his observations on the
nature, causes, prevention and
control of today's crime.
- A Crows Par Elizabeth, by
Mary Luke.-Iii recounting
Lives of the young Tudors, Mary
Luke proves the glory which
Jhifnately came to Queen
Elizabeth I should, in some
measure, be shared by her sister
Mary Todo and her brother
Edward Tudor.
Emphasis On Living, by James
Christ' An excellent manual
pri retirement housing—useful to
community leaders, particularly
churches and civic organizations.
House Plans, by House
Beautiful. 120 architect designs
with ordering information for
blue prints. All types of houses
are included.
Illustrated Encyclopedia 01
World Coins, by Burton Hobsor
and Robert Obojski. A complett
-eference work of coins and coir
collecting
The Last Pharaoh. by Hugh
McLeave. A readable biography
)f the late King Farouk traces the
course of a life increasingly given
jeer to gluttony, amorous
scandals
and
political
irresponsobility.
The New Religions, by Jacob
Needleman. A description of the
teachings and practices of the
new, predominantly oriental
religions that are rapidly gaining
influence in America.
Patrick Henry, by Norine
Campbell. The author's research
and devotion have culminated in
this warmly written account of
one of America's most important
patriots—often little known
except for his famous oratory.
St. Thomas's Eve, by Jean
Plaidy A robust historical novel
based on the life of Sir Thomas
Mare..
The Sound Of Laughter, by
• Bennett Cerf. A brand new
collection of anecdotes, stones.
jokes, puns, limericks and fun.
nies of all kinds.
The Springing Of Georgt
Blake, by Sean Bourke. A darim
Irishman's remarkable account
of how he singlehandedly
engineered the escape of a
superspy
Sugar Ray, by Sugar Ray
Robinson. This ex-prize fighter
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DA NANG--

THAILAND
I4S141.41%Eldk
TERRORIST SOME
KILLS 9, INJURES 22
IN MARKETPLACE
TERRORISTS TOSS
THREE GRENADES
INTO MOVIE THRONG,
KILL 10, INJURE 19

-

NHA TANG
..\\\
KOMPONG
CHAILA

—3
1IU•
PRANG

PREY VINO

DALAI
CAM
'RANH,

•RANG RANG

Wind speeds greater than 40 miles per hour have little additional chilling effect.

•BIEN HOA

LAST MAJOR GREEN BERET
BASE IS PHASED OUT

Soc,
\>,
,
TRANG

••••••••••••••••

OU
SOUTH viETS SEIZE
28,000 POUNDS RICE,
DESTROY 17 SAMPANS
NEAR U MINH FOREST

xINGTON, Ky.—During
Kentucky's latest spell of frigid
wtnter weather, you might have
noticed
that, while
the
weatherman was reporting a
temperature of, say 20 degrees—
it seemed a heck of a lot colder
than that to you. Well, you were
right. It was colder than the
temperature indicated--if the
wind was blowing.
The weather experts at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration—the
Weather Bureau—have
developed another method of
determining how chilly it is
outdoors in addition to using a
thermometer. They check the
windspeed.
Studies show that heat loss
from the surface of the human
body is strongly affected by
1-soTH the temperature and the
wind—and the resulting device
for measuring this combined
effect is the Wind Chill Index.
As A. Ben Elam, climatologist
at the University of Kentucky

niture usually is grouped around the sources of illumination, family and guests also
gather there. All too often
-this leaves darkened room corners unused and almost invisible in the night. Adding
lighting fixtures - in or near
By DIFOTHEA—M. BROOKS design. Yet, it is one of the
corners will free floor space
least
imaginatively used facNEW YORK (UPI) - For
for activity, and enlarge the
a roots that seems a little tors in creating a livelyi,wel- trio. visually weft.
dun, mOnotonous, try a little coming and diseletive home,"
FLEXIBILITY of lighting
says the American Home is essential, since
light.
rooms must
Lighting
Institute
(AHLI).
Youll be surprised what the
serve many purpeges and the
Mood,
beauty and "light lighting should adjust
glitter and gleam of a crystal
accordchandelier, ,smoked glass pen- painting" are facts' of resi- ingly_ You should provide
for
dant globes or burnished brass dential illumination -- as im- low, medium and higft.
levels
wall lanterns can do to add portant in "setting the stage" of lighting to meet the needs
visual excitement -- give at home as in the theater. of varying occasions,
from
BALANCE should be the bright and
a room a glowing touch of
convivial for
first
consideration in yOUt
life and warmth..
"Lighting is one of the most overall planning of lighting, a crowded cocktail party to
dim for relaxation or qeiet
essential 'aspects of interior AHLI recommends. Since furconversation
Great flexibility can be achieved with a two-dimmer
system, one controlling chandeliers and fixtures; the other
regulating portable lamps: An
alternate solution is to use a '
chandelier or hanging fixture
with a dimmer, and vary lighting level; with separately
1
switched fixtures, single or
..—....„It.,.., ,, .0 gored.
Without planned control of
'
'
• the lighting keel, AHLI says,
..
.-.. your room will
have a too
• ge. --...bright, irritating glare from excessive illumination. Or it may
present
.an unmanaged dimness
which causes colors, fabrics
and textures to be grayed into
mediocrity rather than a con- •
trolled, soft, even lighting
which emphasizes subtketies of
line, coloration and wood
tones.
—11Ps
Avoid eyestrain
. EYE COMFORT belongs on
yOur lighting checklist. Eyestrain can result from too
sharp contrast between bright
and dark, as well as too little
or too much light. If your
walls are dark, use opaque
fixtures, to_restuce the contrast. between dark walls and
illuminated areas.
REFLECTION factor of
,room surfaces also should figin belting plans, AHLI
4P-4
notes. With the "wet look"
in walls and the current emphasis on metallic furniture'
and wallpapers, this is partiHARBOR SIGHTS—Boats of the New Bedford, Mass.,
cularly important. White, lacfishing fleet make their way through the ice outside
quered Of mirroreit walls rethe harbor after owners and fish buyers came- -to an
!turn .up to 90 per cent reagreement over fish prices, ending an 18-cT3v
flection, while black Of deep
charcoal brown walls return
only 2 per cent reflection.
Wall colors reflect fight in
the following order: white,
cream, yellow, leaf green, ,ky
blur, Chinese red, blue-black,
dirk brown and black. •Fluis,
in a cheerful, sun-yellow room,
you can consider reflected
right in your aerall planning.
In a dark-walled room, you
must plan particularly strong
lighting, well-balanced throughout the' room, Pint, the. wall
colors will absorb 'light itraally
Matli.eitre .7are
1
f41 selectia in (
lighting has another detoralive aspect as well, A111.1-said,
4w -Meek" re47 -per
is
what' -we feel eorues throtigh
our eyes. We see faster tii,an
we hear
smell or feel. Ind
since our ryes are inonethai, Is

Let there be light,
and the right kind

•.,A COST ACCOUNTINO—Prcsident Nixon Is shown at The meeting in the White
tiouse with constructiotr-hiciustr; leades.at whicn he tasked them to xeport back
in, 30 days with BYtIyal To halt the wage-price spiral in their field. Front-rowJiom
left' Labor Secretary 'James O. Hodgson: Nixon,- Peter T. Schyrmann; presidentUnited Association of Journeymen and Apprentice"; of the Plumbing and pipe +itAttic ,Industry; Steithen D. Bechtel. Jr. piesident BevhtelCi.. i eau vsenting.
Sa tionar
-

m.p.h., dust and loose paper will walking in the wind and at 39 to 411
be blown about; 1T1O 24 m.p.h., m.p.h., twigs will be broken off
small trees will begin to'Sway and trees and the wind will impede
crested wavelets will form on walking progress.
inland waters; 25 to 31 m.p.h., Now, by using an accurate
large branches will move and thermometer and determining
whistling can be heard in the wind velocity, you can
College of Agriculture explains, a telephone wires; 32 to 38 m.p.h., measure the wind chill factor by
15-mile-an-hour breeze coupled you will experience difficulty in using the table below:
with a cool, but not unbearable 35
degrees, produces the effect of a
bitter, freezing 15 degrees. •
The wind hill index is based on
studies made by Artic explorers
and military experts, and now
NOAA
weathermen
have
woduced an "equivalent temLINCOLN, Neb. (UPI) - borhood.
-The phony emergency.
perature" chart to demonstrate Beware of home improvement
he remarkable cooling power of swindles, cautions a family Non-existeut dangerous leaks
wind chill.
economist. Dr. Gary Hansen, are found in the water heater
If you know the temperature chairman of.the Department or pipes in your home.
and switch. Extremeand wind velocity, you can of Family Economics and Mandetermine the wind chill factor agement, University of Nebras- ly low prices are quoted in
by using the chart. If you have no ka, said some of the 'most advertisements, and when you
respond you're encouraged to
instruments for measuring wind common tricks are. =
buy betfrelst.mlnet.
-"You've
won a prize.
43eed, NOAA offers these tips.
*5*
If the wind velocity is less than Some salesmen use this gim-one 'Mile an hour, smoke rises mick to get a foot in the door
Hawaiian
directions
vertically and the air is calm; at and then sell you the latest"
HONOLULU (UPI)-The
me to three m.p.h., the direction improvements in siding, storm
directions north, south, east
if wind will be shown by drifting windows or burglar alarms.
and west are seldom used by
smoke, but not by wind vanes; at
--The fake bargain. The
Hawaiian police departments.
four to seven m.p.h., wind can be salesman offers you a "wholeInstead, they use "mauka"
felt on the face and leaves will sale price" for a home item
meaninf toward the moun
rustle; eight to 12 m.p.h., wind because you've been chosen
tains, makii" for toward tin
will extend light flags; 13 to 18 as a "model" for your neighocean and other terms.

Wind Adds Extra Chill
To Winter Temperatures

•
SAIGON 4.

Filipino wanderlust
MANILA (UPI)-An average
of 14,000 Vilipinos leave the
country every month for
travel abroad, or about one
every three minutes, according
to government statisticians.

e
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Home improvement gyps
cite *some cute gimmicks
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customer
apprectation
time!

During Customer Appreciation Time, we want
you to know that your trust and confidence
in us are deeply appreciated. And we
simely
.wapt_to Thank You.
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light source- and itis
amount' .and 'quality 'of
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